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Editor’s Introduction

4

We are pleased to share with you our first peer-reviewed collection, embodying
The Arrow’s mission to create a space for rigorous, scholarly investigation of the relationship between contemplative practice and teachings on the one hand and issues of
politics, economics, ecology, and activism on the other. With this issue, we break new
ground in the field of contemplative studies by examining directly the ways in which
mindfulness practices and contemplative teachings can be put in service of responsible citizenship, social justice, and social transformation. With the commodification
of mindfulness and yoga continuing apace, and with most scholarly research on these
practices still focusing on their individual benefits—psychological and physiological—
we are thrilled to publish this first peer-reviewed issue, featuring articles that bring the
political relevance of such practices and teachings into relief.
In “Good-for-Nothing Practice and the Art of Paradox: The Exemplary Citzenship of Ta-Nehisi Coates,” Dean Mathiowetz explores meditation as one method that
may help people to embody qualities essential to democratic citzenship, and he examines Ta-Nehisi Coates as an example of the type of citizenship to which we might
aspire. In “Contemplative Pedagogy: Equipping Students for Everyday Social Activism,” Amanda Wray and Ameena Batada look specifically at applying contemplative
tools to social justice activism among university students, discussing the ways in which
contemplation and dialogue can help students investigate their own participation in
harmful systems and opportunities for transformation. In “Georges Bataille, Chögyam
Trungpa, and Radical Transformation: Theorizing the Political Value of Mindfulness,”
James Rowe investigates parallels between the writings of philosopher Georges Bataille
and the teachings of meditation master Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche, exploring how
these can support radical social transformation. Finally, Becky Thompson’s “Domes of
the Body: Yoga, Alignment, and Social Justice” critiques the commodification of contemporary yoga and draws a nuanced and evocative picture of a more fully embodied,
holistic practice that respects its historical roots and serves social justice.
We hope you enjoy these essays and find within them ideas for furthering this
scholarship, as well as practices of social engagement that are grounded in both contemplative wisdom and theoretical nuance.
Gabriel Dayley
Chief Editor
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Good-for-Nothing Practice and the Art of Paradox:
The Exemplary Citizenship of Ta-Nehisi Coates
by DEAN MATHIOWETZ

Abstract

5

The work of social justice requires attending to deep divisions and disagreements in a community. This work in a democratic polity demands the ability to hold, rather than foreclose, the tension between those disagreements
and the vision of justice by which we hope to harmonize them. This essay
explores the potential in meditation, as a “good for nothing practice” (and
as a “good for no-thing practice”), to foster a kind of citizenship, understood
as people’s active disposition to share in the co-creation of their power and
their worlds, that is capable of attending to these divisions in the search
for justice. Good for no-thing practice, I argue, mirrors in significant ways
the demands of democratic citizenship. This parallel is not accidental, but
rather reflects the deep connection between both intimate and collective
practices of liberation. Grounding this argument in a vibrant and contested
tradition of political theorizing, I develop a theoretical image of citizenship
by putting the writings of Aristotle into conversation with the demands and
insights offered by meditations’ “good for no-thingness,” especially in how it
supports careful attending to the heterogeneity and differences in the polity.
I also turn to the work of Ta-Nehisi Coates, a public intellectual whose
engagement with questions of social justice (and reparations in particular),
exemplifies the practice of democratic citizen deliberation in the face of deep
divisions and the demands of justice.
Keywords: meditation, citizenship, Aristotle, mindfulness, justice

Correspondence about this article can be directed to Dean Mathiowetz at dpmath@ucsc.edu.

D. Mathiowetz

Good-for-Nothing Practice

T

HE POLITICS OF mindfulness is an elusive topic. For every
psychology paper reporting that meditators are more sensitive to
others’ suffering and willing to take others’ perspectives—and for every
sociological study illustrating a strong correlation between mindfulness practice and social involvement and activism—the image of the
navel-gazing meditator still conjures an army of doubts about the practice’s social relevance. We may be familiar with this image as consumers confronted by the lotus-legged silhouette floating against a sunset
in the marketing materials of pop-spirituality, or as practitioners who
encounter each other moving serenely about practice centers while
the injustices of world rage just outside. These images of mindfulness
practice as removed, tucked away, or cloistered from the world suggest
the privilege of individualism and isolationism, as well as a withdrawal
from the shared work of social justice. We sense there’s a problem here;
we want to know that meditation is not only not harming, but actually
helping where it matters so urgently.
But if we want meditation to be politically helpful, we need a clearer image of what we mean by “politically helpful” and what this looks
like in practice. We need an image that is at once both rich enough
to compel us and precise enough to offer some clarity about the relationship between politics and mindfulness. This is the sort of thing
for which political theory is helpful. With this in mind, in this essay I
will engage political theory, especially the writings of Aristotle, to draw
an image of democratic citizenship. In so doing, I will explore points
where theoretical explorations of democratic citizenship may be placed
into fruitful, practical conversation with mindfulness meditation. This,
of course, entails understanding not only citizenship, but also mindfulness practice in a particular way—one that complicates or even contradicts the superficial images of meditation in pop spirituality, and one
that nudges us out of complacency in our practice. Just as theory will
inform our image of citizenship, so too a Dharma teaching will inform
our image of practice.
My contention in this essay is that Dharma practice, and mindfulness meditation in particular, has something important to contribute to fostering citizen virtue today. This unique contribution derives
from a paradox inherent to meditation: that it is a useless practice.1
By this I mean to highlight the non-gaining aspects of meditation,
which play important roles in many Dharma traditions, and which
are particularly explicit in Zen traditions of Mahayana Buddhism, at
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least as practiced in North America today. The paradoxical nature of
this non-gaining practice is nicely encapsulated in Kodo Sawaki Roshi’s
ambiguous phrase: “meditation doesn’t work. It’s good for nothing.”
Both the ambiguity of this phrase and its paradoxical quality (i.e., as a
teaching about how to approach practice) speak to ways that mindfulness practice fosters capacities that are essential to citizenship. What’s
more, the idea that a good-for-nothing practice like meditation might
foster democratic citizenship is itself paradoxical—a situation that illuminates crucial aspects and dimensions of democracy. Meditation as
paradoxical practice thus connects mindfulness to the political promise
of paradoxical thinking. Many political theorists, and democratic theorists in particular, have noted and explored ways that paradoxes open
up our thinking to possibilities for imagination and dialog.2
I begin this essay by exploring the “good-for-nothing” aspects of
meditation, taking care to examine matters that are particularly relevant to justice and democratic citizenship, which I then consider in
the context of political theory. Arriving at those matters, the picture I
develop unfolds around two apparently divergent and even incongruous figures: Aristotle and Ta-Nehisi Coates. I show how Aristotle’s writings offer intensely generative ways of thinking about citizenship and
justice, highlighting points of intersection with “good-for-nothing”
mindfulness along the way. And Ta-Nehisi Coates’s advocacy of reparations exemplifies, in my view, what is most promising in the pathways
that Aristotle’s writings open to his readers. Coates may or may not be
a mindfulness practitioner—I don’t know—but what matters is that
his engagement with questions of justice in American life follows a
pattern that others may develop by integrating mindfulness into our
understanding of citizenship. Taken together, these figures help us to
understand citizenship and the work of justice as naturally congruent
with the fruits of practice. I wish to suggest that the congruence between these matters is not merely fortuitous or even just coincidental,
but instead reflects deep parallels between individual and collective
practices of liberation.

The Paradox and Ambiguity of “Good-for-Nothing”
Practice
A koan-like phrase often shared in the American Zen tradition insists
that “meditation is good for nothing.” The phrase is most often at-
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tributed to Kodo Sawaki Roshi (who gave it this formulation in the
1970s); the underlying idea, however, has a precedent in the Heart
Sutra—an ancient Buddhist text whose elaboration of śūnyatā (emptiness or nothingness) is central to many schools of Buddhism.3 North
American Zen practitioners frequently join Sawaki’s deliberately paradoxical idea that “meditation is good for nothing” with assertions that
“meditation doesn’t work” and that “no one should do it.” These remarks are most likely to arise in discussions where commentators begin
citing “benefits” of or a duty to practice. Thus the phrase is a reminder
to drop impulses to turn practice into a means to some other end.
From this vantage point, meditating to gain some benefit is not meditation. Instead, it is work: to produce a good, or meet an obligation.
The notion that “meditation is good for nothing” touches on an
essential paradox of mindfulness practice: in order for the practice to
be fruitful, it must be pursued as an end in itself, and not to achieve another good. I have focused on the non-instrumentality implied by this
teaching and its contribution to democratic citizenship elsewhere.4 In
this essay, I focus instead on the political importance of this teaching’s
paradoxical and ambiguous qualities, particularly the way it encourages
paradoxical thinking, embeds the practice in the Dharma teachings of
emptiness, and fosters connections between paradoxical thinking and
practical action.
Just as “meditation is good for nothing” is paradoxical in relation to practice, it also becomes ambiguous when set in the context
of Dharma teaching. While the phrase reflects the Zen love of contradiction and humor, it also gestures, as I noted above, to the Heart
Sutra, a paramount text of Mahayana Buddhist teaching.5 Central to
the Heart Sutra itself is a teaching about śūnyatā, a Sanskrit term typically translated as “emptiness,” but whose meaning is perhaps closer
to “free of independent existence.”6 The connection I wish to draw
between meditation as “good for nothing” and śūnyatā is somewhat
speculative, but it is illustrative all the same. If we understand a “thing”
to be a free-standing entity or phenomenon in the world, the teaching
of śūnyatā presents us, by contrast, with the no-thingness of the thing:
nothing in the world bears a truly independent existence.7 Everything
depends on other things; thus everything is free of independent existence.8 We may therefore interpret śūnyatā as a teaching about the
no-thingness of things. For this reason, and to connect the teaching of
śūnyatā to the good-for-nothingness of meditation, I shall prefer the
term “no-thingness” as a translation of śūnyatā for the rest of this essay.
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The Heart Sutra teaches that meditation practice fosters a realization of
no-thingness, and in this sense, we may say not only that meditation is
good for nothing, but that it is good for no-thing as well.
In this way, good-for-no-thing meditation practice is also helpful
for fostering awareness of the interconnectedness of all things, including things political. While the political world is complex and heterogeneous, it is not simply made up of discrete parts, separate “spheres”
(like the economy) or realms (like the household). This is true even
though we meet, and must necessarily recognize and handle, many
things discretely in our everyday lives. In this way, there is truth both in
the distinctiveness and the interconnectedness of things. Because distinctiveness is most evident to ordinary experience, the balanced perspective fostered by mindfulness emphasizes interconnectedness, according to Sawaki Roshi. Using the term “interconnectedness” cleaves
the connections and the “things” that they are among (“inter-”). Thus,
the awareness of interconnectedness fostered by meditation also helps
us humans remember our responsibility for the world, in its myriad
systems and multifarious events. Meanwhile, as a practice, good-forno-thing meditation is rooted in the experiential insight that repeated
activity shapes and reshapes human responsiveness to the world and
the self within it. The question of this activity and responsiveness in
relation to the political world is one that political theory has taken up
under the rubric of citizenship.

Citizenship: Tensions and Paradox
For most people who are not academic political theorists, “citizenship”
has more to do with legal matters of belonging and inclusion than
with the kinds of participation and engagement more typically called
‘activism.’9 Political theorists in recent decades have sought to expand
our thinking about citizenship. In this expanded concept of citizenship, they include not only activism, but also broad patterns of cultural
and social participation, in order to make more visible the diversity of
ways that people share power in their communities beyond recognition
by and involvement in the nation state.10 Citizenship can be defined
as Mary Dietz defines it, in terms of “the collective and participatory
engagement of citizens in the determination of the affairs of their community, [be it] the neighborhood, the city, the state, the region, or the
nation itself.” From such a perspective, a democratic image of citizen-
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ship emerges, in which “what counts is that all matters relating to the
community are undertaken as ‘the people’s affair.’”11
This democratic, participatory sense of citizenship depends, as the
above considerations suggest, on social and political support. In order
to participate in meaningful ways, citizens need security and stability
in their everyday lives. They need some time to devote to connecting
with their community, its needs, and its aspirations. They need a sense
of equality and of efficacy—a sense that their participation counts and
matters. Since the twentieth century, social democracy and the welfare
state have been premised, to some degree, on addressing these wider
needs of citizenship: not only legal, but also cultural and social participation and belonging. In this way, a broadly participatory image
of citizenship implies the necessity of a broad swath of structures and
systems that can support citizens in sharing power—as well as many
that can get in the way. In the United States and elsewhere, legacies
of colonialism and slavery have left their mark on patterns of access
to these structures and systems. One attempt to address the problem
of restricted citizen participation in the United States is the call for
reparations.
Promoting reparations for slavery (whether in the form of cash payments, special education, or job training for Americans whose ancestors were enslaved) as a path to greater citizen participation is a deeply
divisive idea in the United States. Only 6% – 19% of white Americans
favor such programs, while 59% – 63 % of black Americans do.12 The
ongoing rollback of Affirmative Action programs illustrates that political energies do not merely resist, but in fact assert themselves against
even modest programs of these sorts. While many arguments against
reparations cite egalitarian concerns about “preferential treatment” for
people of color, racism too plays a significant role; the election of Donald Trump as president in 2016 stands as undeniable testimony to the
ongoing vitality and political power of white nationalism in the United States. Despite the sizeable majorities and powerful forces arrayed
against full citizenship for black and other marginalized Americans,
many people—activists, journalists, and scholars—continue to see and
argue for reparations as crucial and perhaps necessary steps toward the
full inclusion of black Americans in citizenship, broadly understood,
in the United States.
In June 2014, The Atlantic published “The Case for Reparations,”
an essay in which Ta-Nehisi Coates explores the material and otherwise
social legacies of slavery and Jim Crow in supporting widespread and
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systematic social inequality in the United States.13 Drawing on histories
of segregation, post-segregation redlining, and other examples, Coates
demonstrated the persistence of the economic harms not only of slavery, but also of post-emancipation race policy. He also laid out a strong
moral argument for understanding the responsibility for this harm in
systemic terms, rather than in individual ones that foreclose connections between today’s living whites and ancestors of Black slaves. (For
example, he cites the fact that the United States pays benefits to WWII
and Korean War Veterans even though most of today’s taxpayers were
not alive during those conflicts.) The fight against white supremacy, he
argued, cannot be seriously engaged without material redress—reparations—against the legacy of these harms.
Coates’s essay on reparations was extensively researched and eloquently argued. It also movingly represented his own change of heart
on the topic. The essay flashed across social media and set off a predictably controversial news cycle before making its way onto college
syllabi. It cemented Coates’s reputation as a first-rate public intellectual
in matters of racial politics and justice in the United States. And in
my view, it exemplified a call for the public to take responsibility for
supporting the kinds of cultural, social, and political participation that
are included in the broader notion of citizenship that political theorists
have been developing in recent decades.
Material support for citizen activity matters a great deal, but democratic citizenship also depends on citizens’ more intimate capacities
to engage not only in directing their affairs, but also with each other,
as citizens. This capacity turns out to be deeply paradoxical, and its intersection with good-for-no-thing citizenship, illuminating. The paradox of citizenship is this: citizenship requires that people think broadly
about the good of the community, and locate their own good within it.
To think broadly about the good of the community, they must also be
willing and able to engage its complexity, diversity, and the ambiguities
that they necessarily entail. Here is where the paradox enters: despite
this complexity and ambiguity, citizens need to be able to both take a
stand and do something. They need to be able to judge and to act, on
the basis of what’s good for the whole community. They thus need a
paradoxical capacity to hold an ambivalent awareness of complexity
while being decisive about what’s good. Classical theorists like Aristotle brought complex ensembles of capacities like this under the title
“citizen virtue”—a term denoting people’s active disposition to share
in the co-creation of their power and their worlds. I will pause here to
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note, and return to elaborate later on, that I have now construed both
mindfulness practice and good citizenship as inherently paradoxical activities—and that the paradox, in the case of citizenship, is parallel with
no-thing-ness’s way of holding diversity and connectedness together.
This kind of capacity or virtue may seem far removed from
the gritty material questions raised by reparations. It may even seem
epiphenomenal or superfluous relative to them. I think, instead, that
they are mutually supportive, in that material well-being is helpful for
citizens to exercise these capacities, while the robust exercise of the
capacities support the (necessarily social) provision of material well-being. Coates’s support of reparations in fact illustrates just this kind of
capacity or “citizen virtue”—and in ways that help to flesh out, too, the
kind of citizen activity that good-for-nothing meditation practice can
support.
To better understand these paradoxical citizen capacities, consider
how Coates returned to this issue in the midst of the 2016 Democratic
presidential primary. Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders’s surprise challenge to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s run for the nomination
brought long-standing issues of race in the Democratic electorate to
the fore. In a change from Clinton’s 2008 nomination contest with
Barack Obama, Clinton became known as the favorite of people of
color, while the core of Sanders’s support was widely said to come from
whites.14 At an Iowa forum on January 13, 2016, Sanders, who was
known for advocating policies that were widely considered improbable, impractical, or impossible (like free college tuition for everyone),
was asked about his support for reparations for slavery. Sanders, who
at another time had voiced support for a national apology for slavery,
demurred on the issues of reparations, saying that “its likelihood of
getting through Congress is nil; second of all, I think it would be very
divisive.” He called instead for “massive investments in building our
cities, creating millions of decent-paying jobs, and making public colleges and universities tuition-free.”15
Discussing this interview in the Atlantic a week later, Coates argued that Sanders’s pragmatic framing of this issue, by contrast with his
radicalism in relation to class, illustrated the blindness of the white left
to the legacy and persistence of white supremacy. Noting that “Sanders
is many things, many of them good,” he none the less remarked that,
“judged by his platform, Sanders should be directly confronted and
asked why his political imagination is so active against plutocracy, but
so limited against white supremacy. Jim Crow and its legacy were not
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merely problems of disproportionate poverty. Why should black voters
support a candidate who does not recognize this?”16 Coates’s analysis
of this moment was pointed, coming as it did amid much discussion
of Sanders’s and his supporters’ sometimes hostile responses to #BlackLivesMatter protests at his campaign rallies. It was also nuanced, interested in diagnosing the legacies of white supremacy in the (brief )
re-emergence of the social-democratic left in the form of Sanders’s remarkably insurgent campaign against Hillary Clinton.
Coates’s article was quickly swept up into mainstream and social
media narratives about the racial politics of the Sanders campaign—as
further evidence of its inability to connect with people of color and as
a further explanation for his low support among black primary voters.
In these narratives, the nuance and complexity of Coates’s perspective—“Sanders is many things, many of them good”—was lost to a binary narrative in which Sanders represented the underlying white bias
of the progressive American left, and in which Hillary Clinton (whom
Coates does not mention, and whose position on reparations was essentially identical to Sanders’s), could somehow represent its opposite.
This polarized uptake allowed Coates’s fundamental argument—reprising his argument in “The Case for Reparations” in light of the
emergence of reparations as a topic in the nominating contest—to be
almost entirely overlooked. Indeed, as Coates’s article was subsumed
into debates on social media about the relationship between the Sanders campaign and Black communities, including #BlackLivesMatter,
many commentators regretted that Coates had drawn the issue of reparations into the debate, missing that bringing the politics of reparations
to the surface was his fundamental aim.17
With Coates’s intervention now framed in this way, it came as a
surprise to many when, two weeks later, Coates shared his intention to
vote for Sanders in a “Democracy Now!” interview with Amy Goodman. For the many who had absorbed Coates’s essay on Sanders as
essentially about the choice between Sanders and Clinton, and only
incidentally (or even mistakenly!) about reparations, Coates’s intention
was a turnaround that inspired exasperation or glee. Anticipating from
the coverage of his essay on Sanders’s comments that his position might
be viewed as hypocritical, Coates averred “one can be very, very critical
of Senator Sanders on this specific issue. One can say Senator Sanders should have more explicit antiracist policy within his racial justice
platform, not just more general stuff, and still cast a vote for Senator
Sanders and still feel that Senator Sanders is the best option that we
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have in the race. But just because that’s who you’re going to vote for
doesn’t mean you then have to agree with everything they say.”18
At one level, Coates’s statement—just because a candidate will have
one’s vote, doesn’t mean one agrees with them down the line—is, or
ought to be, obvious. Only if we are attentive to the tensions within
it can we see the paradox of citizenship at work. More than revealing
an understanding of political compromise or strategy, it importantly
reveals skill in holding one’s understanding of the complexity of the
political and social world alongside the imperative to make a choice,
one about which ambivalence is inevitable. If that were so obvious to
the way that race was being mobilized around the nomination contest,
Coates would hardly have felt the need to articulate it—or even to
make a public statement of his support for Sanders. Indeed, he was reluctant to reveal publicly for whom he would vote, as he expressed in a
series of tweets shortly after the Democracy Now! segment aired: “Quick
Clarification: I was asked this morning on @democracynow who I was
voting for. / I answered. It seemed weird not to do so, given I make a
career asking awkward questions.”19 Notable here is the subtle pressure
coming even from Amy Goodman—a journalist one might ordinarily
expect to resist mass media frames of political events—reflecting the
widespread distillation of Coates’s position into one that was about the
nomination contest.
This tension in citizen action is not obvious. Because it is undervalued, it is liable to being diverted or suppressed. Yet it is a tension
that political theorists have examined at the core, not only of citizenship, but of democracy itself. Consider, for example, Jacques Derrida’s formulation of democracy-to-come.20 In various writings, Derrida
expresses the idea that the possibility of democracy—of the people’s
justly sharing in ruling and being ruled—paradoxically relies on the
impossibility of democracy being realized in any given moment. One
aspect of this impossibility is that we never really know who, exactly,
the people are. There is always some difference among the people that
goes unaccounted for in any such claim. Therefore we always will rely
on there being another, perhaps more complete claim forthcoming. In
this way, our desire for democracy is always deferred unto the future.
Thus, despite all our work to achieve democracy, it is always to come:
“a venir” as Derrida puts it. Rather than expressing a foreclosure of
democratic thinking, democracy-to-come expresses instead the condition for conceiving democracy at all, because (one might even say
empirically speaking) we never know who the people are who are said
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to rule in a democracy. Politics, on such a view, entails making claims
about what’s good for all, thus each claim about what’s good for all
will fail. This paradox turns out to be a strength, not a weakness, of
democratic thinking because it validates the importance of contestation about what’s best for all, as well as the usefulness of critiques that
illuminate gaps and failures in the existing claims. It also validates the
importance of being open to what’s different and unfamiliar, which is
admittedly not how most people engage in democracy and citizenship
today, seeing these instead as mainly about their individual perspectives
being heard or taken into account. From within the perspective on
democracy that Derrida encourages, however, the proliferation of contestation and critique, to the point of allowing the widest imaginable
latitude for making these claims, is itself democratic. Meanwhile, this
perspective also suggests that a better claim about what’s best for all can
emerge only from such critiques and contestation.21
The everyday practical realities of argument and advocacy, as seen
in Coates’s support of reparations and of Sanders, reveals the deep imbrication of external supports to citizenship and its internal, “citizen
virtue” elements. Turning now, more intensively, to Aristotelian thinking about citizenship will enable me to further explore this tension, and
the ways that good-for-nothingness mirrors it—and, more important,
the way that mindfulness practice can foster it. Given that Aristotle notoriously endorsed slavery, my turn to his work now, in the context of
Coates’s exemplary citizenship, may seem highly incongruous. In my
view, however, they powerfully illuminate each other: Coates exemplifies Aristotelian citizenship. What’s more, meditation offers a practice
of cultivating citizen virtue of the kind that, I argue, is both consistent
with Aristotle’s search for everyday activities that foster citizenship, and
apparent in Coates’s social justice advocacy. Coates’s support for reparations reflects the texture of citizen deliberation as Aristotle understands it and as fostered by meditation practice.

Aristotelian Citizenship and Justice
Aristotle’s work has been generative for the vision of citizenship I
have been exploring: as less about the status of formal membership in
the community, and more about the activity of ruling and being ruled,
while sharing in deliberation and taking responsibility.22 Aristotle is
concerned with exploring the conditions that support this kind of citizen activity: ethical habits, and time free from competing duties and
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cares.23 It’s notable, particularly for readers interested in mindfulness,
that Aristotle’s ethical writing extols contemplation—an activity that
shares many features with Buddhist meditation—as an especially potent path to ethical happiness.24 It’s also notable, for readers interested
in relating Buddhist practice to social justice, that Aristotle dwells only
briefly on pure contemplation (which he regards as “divine”) before
turning to activities of citizenship as the practical means for ethical
achievement.25 Ultimately Aristotle’s ethical writings leave the impression that contemplation is extremely important, but must be practiced
in the context of citizen activity in order to foster conditions for living
well—an idea consistent with the practice of many engaged “bodhisattva” Buddhists.
Aristotle’s exploration of the conditions that support citizen activity—time free from duties and cares, as well as ethical habits—shades
quickly into discussions of what types of people are not fit to be citizens. For most readers these discussions appear significantly objectionable. After all, Aristotle discusses the inferiority of females in relation
to males, and dwells at length on the justification of slavery and, of
course, the exclusion of workers and children from political life.26 In
these ways, Aristotle appears to be accepting and endorsing the exclusive dimensions of Greek citizenship of his time. Here is a point
at which the reader concerned about social justice is apt to put down
Aristotle’s texts and look elsewhere for accounts that bring together
mindfulness, citizenship, and justice.
But there is significant value in staying with Politics, because its
complexities and ambiguities—including in his discussions of women and slaves—reveal Aristotle as a thinker concerned with removing
barriers to citizen deliberation, rather than with excluding people.
For Aristotle, what most crucially sets apart human deliberation—the
Greek word here is kritik—from communication among other animals
is that when people deliberate, they are talking about justice. Thus by
bringing kritik to the matter of exclusions from citizenship, Aristotle
makes them immediately questions of justice.27 It is a mistake, albeit
a common one, to read Aristotle as accepting the denial of citizenship
to women and slaves in his society. A substantial body of literature has
irrevocably destabilized the misreading that Aristotle endorsed such denial; instead, it is clear that Aristotle construes the exclusion of these
figures from citizenship as cutting deeply against the Athenian practices of his day. Moreover, he does so in ways that should open citizen deliberation about the question of justice raised by these very exclusions
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from citizenship.28 This literature interprets Aristotle as de-naturalizing
the existing exclusions of slaves and women from citizenship, thus revealing their political nature and implicitly but clearly making these
exclusions something whose justice the citizens must deliberate and
take responsibility for.29 To Aristotle’s way of thinking, exclusion from
citizenship—and assignment to the instrumental tasks of business that
are devised by masters and undertaken by slaves—might justly be the
fate only of those who refuse to deliberate and share in responsibility
when given the opportunity to do so. Such an interpretation helps us
to make sense of Aristotle’s abiding reason for excluding masters from
citizenship on the same basis—association with instrumental concerns—that justifies the exclusion of slaves.30
With all of this in mind, how are we to understand these citizen
deliberations about justice, including and perhaps most importantly,
meta-deliberations about the bases upon which people may be included or excluded from citizen deliberations themselves? This question directly connects Aristotle’s fraught investigation of slavery to questions
around reparations in the present-day US context. It also connects us
to practices like meditation, which capacitate and habituate practitioners to approaching and attending to the complexity and ambiguity entailed by diversity and difference. I have argued elsewhere that
good-for-nothing meditation fosters non-instrumental thinking and
action, which (as I noted above) provides a crucial context for citizen
engagement.31 Here I am arguing that the paradoxical and ambiguous
nature of good-for-nothing meditation supports citizen deliberation
in a different way: it habituates citizens to attend to the complexity of
their community, that is, to understand both its heterogeneity and its
connectedness, and these things together, in a way that supports rather
than eliminates this interconnectedness. This is essential to the work
of justice.
I have already mentioned that the paradox of good-for-nothing
practice aligns with the impossibility of democracy as the condition of
its possibility, which itself tells us something about the work of democratic citizenship. Aristotle’s conception of citizenship pushes us to
more directly develop the possibility of citizenship itself. The political
reach of good-for-nothing practice is to embody and enact in everyday
life, and therefore make available to citizens, a capacity for the kind of
action demanded by good citizenship and democracy.
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Aristotle: Conflict, Justice, Deliberation

18

Susan Bickford’s reading of Aristotle illuminates essential aspects of
citizen action that good-for-nothing practice can foster by way of habituating people to sit openly with complexity, ambivalence, connectedness—paradoxically, doing-nothing. Bickford shows that most interpreters of Aristotle have stressed harmony, concord, and friendship
as central to his thinking about democracy.32 Her reading, by contrast,
directs us to the importance of “deep conflict in political interaction”
in Aristotle’s analysis of deliberation. I think that this way of reading
Aristotle, as emphasizing conflict, rather than concord, illustrates the
relevance of Buddhist practice to citizenship. This may appear unlikely
to many readers who automatically associate Buddhist practice with
tranquil agreeableness—and thus harmony, concord, and friendship.
As I noted above, a similar misinterpretation has led influential commentators to dismiss Buddhist thought as quietistic or nihilistic.33 Thus
the connection I wish to draw between mindfulness and Bickford’s interpretation of Aristotle may also be seen as part of an answer to these
critics.
Recognizing that the democratic polity is marked by conflict and
disagreement, Bickford argues that “what governs and makes possible such adversarial communicative interaction is not, for Aristotle,
friendship or concord, but rather a quality of attention inherent in the
very practice of deliberation.”34 With this argument, Bickford aims to
displace friendship as the usual rubric through which the ethical relationship among citizens is typically understood, turning instead to
citizens’ “paying attention…to each other” in a way that is “mindful”
of their differences, a practice that supports “participating attentively
in the practice of deliberation.”35 For Bickford, this attending-to others
involves holding citizens together in the face of conflict, by enabling
them to take into account other’s perceptions of their own interests.36
Bickford’s focus on attending-to connects directly to mindfulness,
which is precisely a practice of attending to what’s present, in its intrinsic complexity and ambiguity.
In order to develop a picture of attending-to from within Aristotle’s
own thinking, Bickford turns away from Aristotle’s Ethics and Politics—the texts most commonly analyzed by political theorists—and
instead to his analysis of rhetoric in, yes, Rhetoric. This discussion raises
a number of new problems for Bickford, which the remainder of her
essay is devoted to resolving.37 I wish to suggest instead that mind-
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fulness teachings and practice offer a supplementary and congruent
account of how attending to differences and conflict fosters citizenship.
I say supplementary, because they are exogenous to Aristotle’s writings;
congruent, thanks to the ways that these teachings and practices “fit”
with Aristotle’s own construal of contemplation and leisure in Ethics
and Politics.38 I have already mentioned the “benefits” of meditation
to which researchers attest; among these is “perspective-taking,” which
is obviously related to what Bickford understands as the importance
of mindful attention to others.39 But instead of citing the “effects” of
mindfulness, I wish to bring mindfulness teaching and practice—especially the paradoxical insight that “meditation is good for nothing”—to
Aristotle’s thinking about the importance of attending to difference
and disagreement. In this way, we can draw out the importance of
such elements as uncertainty, complexity, and justice, that Bickford’s
account touches upon but does not develop.
Recall that the teaching of no-thingness highlights the connectedness or interdependence of all things, captured perhaps more aptly in
the idea that all things are free of independent existence. This teaching
reveals any essential distinction between a thing and its context or totality to be false. At the same time, no-thingness should not be understood as a bland leveler that denies differences, even as it destabilizes
distinctions; on the contrary, every thing bears the traces of its distinctive causal relations with all of its conditions—causal relations often
characterized as “karmic.” Of course, the complexity of these relations
weighs heavily against the human drive for perfect knowledge of these
things, so there is always, from a karmic standpoint, an element of
the unknown, or not-knowing, that precedes the accounts we wish
to give of ourselves and the things around us.40 This is especially so in
human relations, which, from an Aristotelian perspective, point to the
importance of deliberation (and thus of justice). As Bickford notes,
“we deliberate…about uncertain things, and more specifically, uncertain things which are subject in a practical way to our action.”41 Even
though we are in a situation of not knowing, “we are deciding what to
do.”42 This “what to do,” we do know, is a matter of justice. Here Aristotle’s writing powerfully supports the image of democratic citizenship
as inherently paradoxical, and justice as a practice of knowing what to
do with this paradox: no-thing.
It is in our power to do something, yet what to do is, and remains,
uncertain. It is not knowable in an important respect, namely that
no kind of expertise is available to answer questions of citizenship as
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though they are technical problems. Here we have circled back to the
paradox that, according to Derrida, is central to democracy. After all,
one of the things unknown to democratic citizens is who, exactly, are
“the people”, yet a claim about what’s good for “the people” must nonetheless be made, and action must nonetheless be taken.43 This is also a
paradox that, I have argued, bears the same structure as the good-forno-thingness of meditation as a practice, which must be of no benefit
in order for it to be beneficial. We can now also see that this paradox
binds two essential dimensions of citizen deliberation: the attention to
difference that Bickford highlights, and the concern for justice, which
is crucial for Aristotle but recedes in Bickford’s account. In Ethics, we
learn that justice is a practice of harmonizing (not eliminating) differences; an interpretation of citizen deliberation that attends to the paradox of democracy underscores that this harmonization emerges from
paying attention to conflict, disagreements, and differences in ways
that do not seek to reduce or homogenize them out of existence.44 Deliberation, unlike persuasion, is the work of encompassing, rather than
overcoming, the disagreement, conflict, and the heterogeneity of the
political world. In other words, attention to difference, disagreement
and division is justice. Justice—like mindfulness, and no-thingness—
is the paradoxical work of recognizing the existence of this difference
together with the connectedness of the things we meet as in-conflict.
This model of democratic citizenship, as informed by Aristotle and
mindfulness teachings, and fostered by meditation practice, is a difficult and perhaps even fragile achievement. Yet its exercise is potent for
handling matters of social justice, for it is in these areas that the stakes
of justice are highest while the conflicts and disagreements are sharpest
and most intransigent.

Ta-Nehisi Coates and the Citizenship of Reparations
I have turned at a few points along the way of this essay to the example
of Ta-Nehisi Coates, particularly his support for reparations, his criticism of Bernie Sanders’s negative position on reparations, and his subsequent revelation that he would vote for Sanders in his state’s primary
contest. I now return to that episode. Some responses to it highlight
Coates’s way of embodying the image that I have been drawing of justice, in the conversation I have staged between mindfulness teachings
and Aristotle’s writings. Reparations are emblematic, and perhaps even
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the apotheosis, of a tension and a division around a question of justice
confronting citizen practice in the United States today.
In the week following Coates’s interview with Amy Goodman, the
dissident socialist magazine The Jacobin followed a path taken by much
corporatized social media in at least one way: drawing Coates’s exploration of the logic of white supremacy within the progressive left into
a contest between progressive class politics and issues of racial justice
raised by reparations. In “An Open Letter to Ta-Nehisi Coates and
the Liberals who Love Him,” Cedric Johnson excoriated the politics of
reparations as unable to attend to “the real needs and interests of black
workers.”45 Johnson’s impassioned piece projected on to Coates the
view that “social democracy and socialism are always and everywhere
at odds with racial progress” in order to pronounce this view “simply
false.” Put in these terms, Johnson’s claim is true, but the terms are hyperbolic and tendentious. He rashly reduces Coates’s careful dissection
of and case for reparations to an argument Johnson says is “repeated
with startling unanimity by students, activists, academic colleagues, social media commentators, and career pundits,” namely “the Cold War,
anti-socialist canard that any attempt to build social democracy on
US soil will inevitably be hobbled by racism.” Johnson notes rightly, I
think, that one kind of call for reparations “rests in an aspiration…to a
guarantee of access and participation in the consumer society in a manner comparable to all others of equal class standing,” thus “demanding
racial parity within a market society, rather than the decommodification of housing, education, health care, and other human needs.”
Whether this is the most significant thrust of Coates’s demand for reparations is a point to which I shall return below. Ultimately, however,
the conclusion that Johnson draws—that social democracy is enough
to undo the legacy of slavery and Jim Crow—is as doubtful (to me,
anyway) as the position he (mis)construes as Coates’s.
Most important for my argument are positions exemplified by
Sanders’s and Johnson’s shared concern that reparations would be politically divisive—that race would be used to continue dividing the
working class. This argument conflates the historical argument about
the origin of the racial caste system in the US with its current dynamics,
in a conscious effort to divide the white from the black working class.
Implicit in Sanders’s and Johnson’s positions is the view that justice is achieved by turning away from or eliminating such a conflict.
Aristotle’s account of deliberation, as we have come to understand it
by way of Bickford’s interpretation and Dharma teaching, is meant to
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counteract such a view.46 As we have seen, deliberation is about seeing
and attending to these conflicts in the search for justice, not turning
away from them. This is the sense in which Coates’s support for H.R.
40, the Commission to Study Reparations Proposals for African Americans Act introduced by Congressman John Conyers in 1989, is a significant part of his support for reparations. As the name implies, H. R.
40 would create a commission of experts to consider various ways that
reparations could be carried out in the United States, noting their costs
and effects, and making recommendations to Congress for legislative
action. Johnson notes that Coates’s support for this measure sets him
apart from many whose aim is reparations, but does not reflect on the
importance of this difference. I find it to be crucial. The study funded by H.R. 40 would, in effect, bring to the surface the conflicts and
disagreements around the ongoing plight of black Americans rather
than avoid painful confrontations with white privilege in the name of
class or national cohesion. “Won’t reparations divide us?” Coates asks,
attending directly to the question at hand. “Not any more than we
are already divided. The wealth gap merely puts a number on something we feel but cannot say—that American prosperity was ill-gotten
and selective in its distribution.” This is how we can understand the
“national reckoning that would lead to spiritual renewal” that Coates
envisions coming out of the push toward reparations—“an airing of
family secrets, a settling with old ghosts.”47 It is not, as Johnson would
have it, primarily a program for the transfer of capital from the rich to
the black middle class.
The complex and troubling fact that Coates’s initial critique of
Sanders was meant to bring out—and which I think was lost in the way
it was rapidly repackaged by pundits and reactively “shared” on social
media—is that democratic socialism and white supremacy are not separable phenomena. The teaching of no-thingness supports this insight:
neither is a thing separable from the other, nor are they the same. They
are complexly, even causally related in myriad historical and ongoing
ways. Wonderfully and horribly, they are both present in this each moment: we must attend to them together. Such attending-together could
include, for example, both publicly criticizing and publicly voting for
a social democrat running for office.
Coates may be an exemplary citizen; but is he perhaps uniquely
able to bring all of this together in so nuanced a way? Or can we, as
citizens, simply expect ourselves to rise to challenging occasions in the
same way as Coates does, simply (perhaps) by having read Aristotle or
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(maybe) this essay? Aristotle’s own emphasis throughout his work on
habituation—setting patterns for ourselves in everyday activities, so we
are ready to respond to the most challenging and unforeseen ones—
suggest something else is needed. For this, it would be impractical to
suggest Coates’s own path to exemplary citizenship, for it is as richly
and idiosyncratically textured as the life any of us lives (maybe more
so).48 Aristotle’s own endorsement of musical education as apt for habituating Greeks to citizen virtue suggests another path, however—one
that turns to practices (apparently) unrelated to citizenship as a means
of cultivating, in citizens, the responsiveness needed for them to enact
their citizenship well. I have argued that the “good for no-thingness” of
mindfulness practice is about habituating the practitioner to working
with insights that share an underlying structure with citizenship; thus,
it stands to reason that mindfulness practice supports attending to the
kinds of conflicts caused by the complex inequalities in our society.

Conclusion
Good citizenship makes a paradoxical demand of the citizen. It demands attunement to the heterogeneity and complexity of the political
world, on the one hand, and a willingness to take a stand and to act, on
the other. In order to respect this paradoxical demand, the citizen’s action—the work of justice—must be undertaken in a way that supports,
rather than seeks to eliminate, the diversity and disagreements in the
community. Ta-Nehisi Coates exemplified this image of citizenship,
by articulating a nuanced understanding and taking a decisive position-taking in his original defense of reparations, and criticizing Bernie
Sanders’ campaign while also expressing his support for it. The capacity
to act as Aristotle recommends and as Coates illustrates is one that
must be fostered, however, in people’s everyday activity. Only when
their ability to sustain such a paradoxical set of demands becomes habitual might we hope that they can and will fulfill it in the heightened,
likely passionate, and perhaps even chaotic moments when justice is
most urgent. Thus the importance and ongoing challenge for political
theory of reflecting on practices of ethical self-fashioning and their significance for justice and political engagement.
Mindfulness has a place among these practices, not only (perhaps
not at all) for its lauded benefits of peacefulness and tranquility. Focusing on the non-gaining core of practice—its “good for no-thingness”—I have claimed that mindfulness meditation habituates the
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practitioner to a disposition that can be brought to a wider field, such
as working for justice in the face of ambiguous and conflictual situations, but without turning away from that ambiguity and conflict. I
argue this is so because the paradox of citizenship mirrors the goodfor-no-thingness of practice: just as the political world is irreducibly
complex, so too practice cannot be instrumentally reduced to an aim or
goal. And just as political action must be taken, so too practice (for the
practitioner) is a vow. This parallel is not accidental, but rather reflects
the deep connection between both intimate and collective practices of
liberation.
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This paradox resides in Aristotle’s thinking as well, although it is likely to appear to modern readers as circular reasoning. Citizens deliberate justice (Politics 1253a14), which is
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the highest good of the city and the most authoritative good (1252a5). Yet Aristotle, in his
critique of existing Greek practices of defining citizens (1275a3-20) and slaves (1254a171255b12), has raised a question about who is justly a citizen—making “just” citizenship
dependent on the exercise of deliberative capacities (1275b18-20).
Aristotle, Ethics, Book V.
Cedric Johnson, “An Open Letter to Ta-Nehisi Coates and the Liberals Who Love
Him,” Jacobin, February 2016 (https://www.jacobinmag.com/2016/02/ta-nehisi-coates-case-for-reparations-bernie-sanders-racism/, accessed May 27, 2016).
This is also one sense in which Aristotle’s Politics offers a critique of Plato’s Republic.
Coates, “The Case for Reparations.”
See Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Beautiful Struggle: A Memoir (New York: Spiegel & Grau,
2009).
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Abstract

29

The following article presents classroom approaches that use contemplative
practice to engage students meaningfully in social justice-oriented, everyday activism. Dominant tropes in our language falsely insist that we are a
“post-racial” society where focusing on the individual, even to the exclusion
of seeing systemic oppression, reflects progressive consciousness (Bonilla-Silva, 2001; Wise, 2009). Oppression has become rhetorically objectified as
“over there” and “back then,” and such disconnect from reality disempowers
individuals to feel less implicated in injustice. As critical pedagogues working in a public, liberal arts institution, we often navigate the classroom as
a space for creating and inspiring social change. This article presents a theoretical foundation and pedagogical strategies for (re)connecting students
to the material realities of everyday objects and for implicating students as
change agents in everyday discourse situations. Through guided visualization and critical dialogue, we invite students to trace histories of everyday
needs (e.g., food), tools (e.g., a coffee maker), and encounters (e.g., with
housekeeping staff) in order to foster reflection on their interconnectedness
and to analyze rhetorical tropes of innocence (“I’m not racist, but…” and
“I didn’t know, so…”).
Keywords: contemplative pedagogy, social justice, pedagogy, social
change, anti-oppression, mindfulness, everyday rhetoric
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A

S CRITICAL PEDAGOGUES working at a public, liberal arts
institution, we attempt to navigate the classroom as a space for
creating and inspiring social change. This article presents a theoretical
foundation and pedagogical strategies for (re)connecting students to
the material realities of everyday objects and, importantly, for preparing students to be change agents in everyday situations. We begin with
a discussion of how connecting students with social justice principles
through our everyday realities may be facilitated by contemplative
inquiry and pedagogy, and we offer practical teaching strategies for
helping students to use contemplation to actively identify and disrupt
social oppressions within their everyday lives.
Our everyday lives are embedded with numerous products of social injustices. We may buy new running shoes, for example, without
acknowledging the often precarious and unjust working conditions of
those producing these goods and, importantly, we excuse such social
ignorance as innocent. Even those who seek out socially responsible
goods may struggle to find sales establishments whose clerks are educated on which goods are produced with or without child labor, for example. Beyond consumable goods, language reflects another site of disconnect where the habitual nature of everyday expressions obscures or
minimizes histories of oppression. For example, the term “basket case”
is an everyday way of dramatizing emotional and physical disability,
even though the term emerged during WWI to describe a soldier who
had lost both arms and legs in battle.1 Philomena Essed and others2
demonstrate the embedded nature of injustices—especially racism—in
the social fabric of our culture: “[M]ore than structure and ideology,”
racism is an orienting process that “is routinely created and reinforced
through everyday practices.”3 The social injustices embedded in our
habitual, unconscious everyday purchases and ways of speaking compound with time and across space. Surely, now is the time to turn attention to the ways in which we can bring greater critical consciousness
to the everyday, to use our habits to challenge the status quo instead of
support it.
Essed encourages us to confront “inaction among the dominant
group (detachment from racial issues and from Blacks) and, more specifically, passive tolerance of racism.”4 Beverly Tatum agrees that teaching students to recognize social injustice is not enough.5 Even as critical
pedagogies work to enhance individual consciousness about racism and
other forms of everyday oppression, students may be left “enlightened”
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and yet unclear about action strategies for seeking out and interrupting
social injustice.6 This potential lack of action strategies is just one of the
obstacles to social justice teaching.
In Teaching Justice, Kristina Holinger reports that faculty teaching
social justice-oriented courses experience several barriers, including:
student apathy; student lives overburdened with school, work, and
families; our preoccupation with social media and other technologies
over personal interactions; and students’ difficulty with holding the
overwhelming nature of injustice.7 Overcoming such obstacles requires
students to make personal connections to the material, such as knowing family or friends who have been affected by injustice, or through
personal experiences of feeling marginalized or discriminated against.
As Sara Konrath, Edward O’Brien, and Courtney Hsing suggest, what
“seems to enable people to relate to others in a way that promotes cooperation and unity…” is empathy.8 In their research on over 13,000
American college students across 72 samples between 1979 and 2009,
they found that empathic concern and perspective taking had declined
over the 30-year period, and the decline was most pronounced during
the last decade of the timespan. The authors suggest that increasing
individualism, materialism, isolation, and use of social networking are
impediments to building empathy.
Increasing student empathy will develop some groundwork for social justice; however, as David Kahane asserts, “[w]e may feel empathy
for others’ suffering, or connection to distant others as we learn more
about them, but these changes tend to remain superficial and evanescent so long as we neglect a first-person realization of the powerful
motivations and drives that underlie our persistent tendency to dissociate.”9 To cultivate the first-person realization, or inquiry, Kahane
proposes the use of contemplative pedagogy, which “can help students
to understand the habits of thought, judgment, and reaction that keep
them trapped in the cocoon of their own privilege.”10 Kahane refers
this privilege as “their own suffering,” and Wendell Berry describes it
as a “hidden wound” that the dominant majority experiences as “a profound disorder” that damages one’s mind and society.11 Though racism
is ever present in the lives of our students, many may struggle to truly
empathize with such a reality given the cognitive dissonance created
through dominant narratives of neoliberalism and colorblindness. Perhaps educators have the greatest potential for inciting student empathy
by turning the gaze within, by inviting individuals to consider the ways
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they have—perhaps unintentionally and passively—endorsed social injustices through their everyday ways of talking and being.
The benefits of contemplative practices are numerous, including enhanced cognitive ability,12 concentration and insight,13 moment-by-moment awareness,14 and reduced counterproductive academic behavior.15 A recent review of meditation programs in schools
also found that they can have a positive effect on well-being, social
competence and academic achievement.16 For these reasons, the use of
contemplative pedagogy in higher education has grown significantly
over the past two decades. According to former Mind & Life Institute director Arthur Zajonc, contemplative pedagogy refers to “a wide
range of educational methods that support the development of student
attention, emotional balance, empathetic connection, compassion,
and altruistic behavior.”17 Contemplative pedagogy blurs the boundaries between the academic and that which is considered “outside” academia—including the heart and emotion—by providing students with
“tools to remain present—and embodied—in the classroom.”18 Tools
that we consider “core” to contemplative pedagogy include compassionate silence (no self judgment), intentional pauses for reflection,
self-questioning (via writing, small and large group discussions), and
deeper attention to physical, emotional, and mental sensations. Such
practices move students beyond objective studies of content in order
to engage them in the “self-conscious, critical, and intense process of
gazing inward and outward that results in questioning assumptions,
identifying problems, and organizing for change.”19
Many factors influence the success of contemplative pedagogy in
the classroom including student personalities and levels of investment,
institutional and environmental contexts (such as class size and student
diversity), course content and learning goals, individual comfort and
training with writing and contemplation, among others. At the liberal
arts institution where we teach, for example, we are among a small
cohort of interdisciplinary faculty integrating contemplative pedagogy. Some of our students, then, could encounter these methods across
multiple courses, which may improve their effectiveness and engagement. We are faculty at a small institution (fewer than 3,500 undergraduates) that values small class sizes. This enables us to do more oneon-one connecting with students and to engage students, who have
greater opportunities to share frequently in class discussions. 78% of
our students are white and nearly 89% are from the state. At the time
of this article’s drafting, Ameena (female, south Asian) is tenured and
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teaches predominantly classes of 22–30 students in courses in community and public health and health communication, mostly required for
the Health and Wellness Promotion majors. Amanda (female, white)
is not yet tenured and teaches 15–20 person classes of all levels of students within the university’s Writing Program and Women, Gender,
and Sexuality Studies program.
This article does not address in depth the teacher training and professional development in diversity work that supports and facilitates
our consciousness as critical pedagogues and antiracist activists, nor can
we address the care work that goes along with any consciousness-raising pedagogy. These points deserve careful attention as one prepares to
integrate contemplation- and social justice-oriented pedagogies in the
classroom. We offer here a brief description of two classroom activities
that we have used with success in encouraging student empathy and a
sense of material connection to the humanity embedded in everyday
objects and ways of talking about difficult issues. Both of us entered
into contemplative pedagogy with established meditation practices,
and we have the benefit of an on-campus learning circle with other faculty who use mindfulness in the classroom. Such informal mentoring
and formal sharing of materials contribute positively to an open and
supportive climate for contemplative pedagogy and practices at our
institution.

Guided Visualization of Interconnectedness:
Histories of Everyday
Interconnectedness is a foundational concept in social justice education. Through personal connections, students may feel more deeply
affected by and connected to major social issues. Through the recognition that all beings are connected, students also can develop a sense of
responsibility and accountability for their own actions. Further, they
can identify ways that their own decision-making can contribute to a
more just world for themselves and others. In one of Ameena’s courses,
she uses a guided visualization to demonstrate to students the interconnectedness of our world and to identify intervention points from personal to global, thereby supporting their ability to engage in both the
learning about and the taking action aspects of social justice education.
The course in which Ameena uses a contemplative practice to bring
awareness to our interconnectedness is a 200-level health and wellness
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course called Health Parity: Domestic and Global Contexts, and it is
among our institution’s list of “diversity-intensive” courses.20 The course
explores various health disparities and the social (and other) contexts
that contribute to disparities, with the core themes of power, privilege,
intersectionality, historical oppressions, and institutional/systematic
biases. One topic we investigate is how employment—from types to
conditions—plays a role in health disparities. The main goal of this investigation is for students to understand the complex, far-reaching, and
interdependent nature of the relationships between employment and
health at the global level. As such, Ameena uses a guided visualization
to assist students in making these connections for the topic, how they
can play a positive role, and how they can apply this way of thinking to
other aspects of their lives.
Visualization is a form of meditation similar to guided imagery.
Research suggests that guided imagery helps to induce relaxation and
it can help to reduce anxiety for cancer patients21 and help prepare
athletes for competition.22 While guided imagery typically involves
individuals focusing within to address symptoms and “rewire” neural
networks,23 visualization may also provide the opportunity for outward
focus. For example, loving kindness meditation, during which an individual visualizes several people, from loved ones to acquaintances to
subjects of concern and wishes them to be happy and free from suffering, has been associated with increased feelings of social connection,
specifically positive social emotions and decrease social isolation.24
Similarly, the classroom practice described here was developed as a way
to invite students to focus their attention on remembering a very personal experience and then broadening it outward to include the people
and the processes connected to their own lives.
Ameena prepares students for the visualization by telling them that
they will be doing a contemplative exercise, which she describes early
in the course as activities that will provide them with the opportunity
to pause, bring their awareness to some focus, and consider course content on a more personal level. For Ameena’s and Amanda’s classes, our
approach to contemplative exercises usually involves a focused individual or pair/group activity, writing, and discussing both the content and
the process of what we and the students experience.
Students are invited to take a meditative posture of sitting comfortably with their backs against their chairs, their feet flat on the floor,
their eyes closed or gazing downward to minimize distraction, and
their hands on their thighs or held together. Students with physical
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or other challenges to sitting in this way are invited to find their own
comfortable position. They are then invited to bring their awareness
to the guidance/instruction and its content. The body is relaxed and
awake and breathing is regular. At least at first in this exercise, the body
is receptive, not productive, so students can come into the present moment and appreciate how they feel prior to the engaging in the activity.
Once students find a comfortable position, Ameena asks them to
bring their awareness to their breathing as a way of bringing their attention to the present moment and to her instructions. Ameena tells
them not to manipulate their breathing but simply to notice it. They
might notice the quality of the breath—how fast they are breathing,
how long the exhales and inhales are and what happens between them,
or whether it is shallow or deep, among other aspects. Ameena suggests
to students that when thoughts about the past or future or other parts
of their lives come to mind, that they acknowledge them and then gently let them go and return to their breath awareness.
Students begin the visualization by thinking back to the very first
thing they can remember from that morning, likely about the time
when they woke up. They “walk” through their morning very slowly,
noticing as many of the details as they can of what happened in physical, mental, and emotional terms. Ameena provides an example, “Maybe the first thing you remember is hearing the loudness of your alarm
and reaching out to press the snooze button on the clock or phone.
Maybe you remember the coolness of the floor as you sat up and placed
down your bare feet. Take your time. Revisit each moment: what you
saw, heard, felt, smelled, even tasted.” During this time, students’ bodies may re-live the experiences as well.
Once students have several minutes of walking through their morning, Ameena then invites them to begin to think about the things—the
objects, and sometimes even humans and other animals, with which
they came in contact: that alarm clock, the phone, the sheets, the
floor… maybe the toothpaste or the curtains they open or the coffee
and its brewing machine. And, as they are thinking about these people
and things, Ameena asks them to begin to trace them back, “Where
did they originate? What did it take to get them to you? Where was
the alarm clock made? Who made it? From what? And what materials,
people, and stops got it to you?” Ameena reminds them to consider
other things from their morning in this way, and then allows several
silent minutes to pass.
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Ameena tells them that the class will soon wrap up the visualization and invites them, when they are ready, to bring their awareness
back to the present moment by noticing their breathing. In the same
way as earlier, they pay attention to different aspects of their breathing
without manipulating. They notice any changes in the quality of their
breath from the beginning of the visualization. Ameena invites them to
open their eyes/raise their gaze, and return to the classroom. Next, she
asks them to take out a piece of paper or their notebook and to write
about their visualization, including both the content and any insights
that came up for them as they were doing the activity.
After about five minutes of writing, the class begins a discussion of
what arose for them during the visualization. Students usually report
on the many items, people, and pets with which they interacted in
the morning. They comment on their waking, washing, and dressing
routines and many mention the foods and beverages they consumed.
Some students comment on how they had trouble remembering aspects of their morning because of the autopilot nature of the daily
routine, or they point out that they now remember interesting aspects
that at the time went unnoticed. “What can we learn from these observations? What does it mean when we notice? Why do we not notice?”
When Ameena asks students about recalling the things with which
they interacted, students talk about some of the items already mentioned here, as well as many others such as their coffee and breakfast
foods and their clothes. In tracing back the coffee they made or bought
at a local cafe, students remember the store owner, the roasters, all the
way back to the coffee farm, the farmers, and the individual coffee
beans. However, the way the bean grows and the look of the coffee
plant are fiction in most minds. When considering getting dressed,
Ameena asks students to—without looking—guess where their shirts
were made. The class discusses the production chain for their clothes
and other goods and many students share their insights about the challenges of purchasing food and other items that they know are made
and transported using fair labor practices or non-toxic materials.
In just 30–45 minutes, students may realize their proximity to the
people who make the clothes on their bodies and the food they consume. Students discuss the influence that personal actions can have on
creating demand for more humane, sustainable products and, consequently, for supporting healthier lives. According to Özlem Sensoy and
Robin DiAngelo, learning about and exploring this internalized dominance among students is an essential aspect to explore in social justice
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pedagogy.25 Internalized dominance refers to the realization of one’s
privileged position within an interconnected network of decisions affecting the lives of people in other parts of the world, through working
conditions, environmental exposures of factories, and so forth. Becoming more aware of one’s role may lead students to feel overwhelmed.
The discussion after the visualization in this class and subsequent contemplative practices, including a loving kindness meditation, assists
students in holding these contradictions. As Kahane has observed in
similar classroom-based efforts, students “tended to move toward a
willingness to experiment with their own tolerance for letting in others’
suffering, and with what this might feel like in action. And they tended
to be increasingly open to the possibility that their service to those who
suffered whether by giving up luxuries for others, or volunteering, or
reorienting career and life plans, might not be a sacrifice… but a movement toward greater meaning and fulfillment in their lives.”26
As such, the class discusses many possible intervention points along
the entire production chain as well. Students, who also have read about
working conditions in other parts of the world and in the USA prior
to coming to class, can point out the importance of company-level
rules and regulations to keep employees safe, healthy, and happy. They
also raise the importance of local, state, and national-level policies that
mandate the creation, implementation, and enforcement of healthy
work environments and systems. Further, students identify the economic and social forces, from competitive costs of products to advertising, which create demand for products made and transported in
unhealthy ways. Their recognition that they have a role in creating
demand, and ultimately a more intimate role in the lives of people they
do not know changes their outlook. Their recognition that they can
keep clothes (or other items) for longer, buy from fair labor outlets,
talk with their friends and family about these issues, and learn more
about it all, is empowering. Without prompting, they set intentions
for how they will take action to reduce health disparities now and in
the future. Ameena also helps students to see that social activism is
important because of the problems we currently face in the world, but
that these personal steps can be a form of social solidarity; the more we
engage in this solidarity, perhaps the less need we will have for activism.
It also is important to recognize that students come to this activity and discussion from various perspectives and levels and types of
privilege. All students can remember something about what happened
during their mornings and most, if not all, students can recall using an
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item that likely was produced in another country and/or in sub-standard working conditions. Where distinctions may emerge is when they
sometimes discuss their own experience with these types of working
conditions. Some students share, in this discussion and in other class
sessions about employment and health, how they have been subjected
to long hours, little pay, and toxic environments in the workplace. In
this way, students may place themselves at one or multiple places along
the production chain, as well as on a continuum of privilege.
Generally, students respond well to this activity, with no one explicitly electing to not participate, over the fourteen times Ameena has
used it. Students also appear to be open to the discussion and are curious to contemplate and eager to share the sources of their clothes,
food, and other items from their morning rituals. Since the activity
involves closing eyes, sitting quietly, reflecting, and sharing sometimes
personal information about their lives, it is important to have built a
sense of community and connection in the classroom prior to using
a visualization such as this. Although there is usually no resistance to
the activity, there occasionally arises skepticism by a student during
our discussion of the points of intervention in the production chain.
Students sometimes don’t believe that the actions of one person can
have an effect. Usually, other students will comment on how movements start with small groups of people or that it is important to live
consciously. It is not clear whether these comments are persuasive but
usually the questioning student appears to have heard and considered
them. Also, through this guided visualization exercise and discussion,
students may be primed to think about interconnectedness at other
times as well, allowing for the social justice lessons to permeate their
lives, demonstrating the potential impact of contemplative pedagogy.27

Critical Dialogue Exercise: Histories of Everyday Talk
Amanda designed critical dialogue exercises in response to a classroom
conflict that happened her first year teaching at our present institution.
During a literature class on the life writing of female social activists,
two students had an uncomfortable debate about whether colorblindness was “racist” or “not racist.” In her office, alone, each of the students
expressed interest in learning to disagree respectfully; one believed her
brand of feminism was being disrespected and her voice silenced, and
the other student also felt silenced in the classroom and suggested that
Amanda be more active in helping students “check” their privilege.
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These students shared an interest in social justice, feminism, and critical consciousness about internalized oppressions; yet, their distinct experiences put them in different places in an ongoing process of self-actualization. To Amanda, the problem seemed to be one of listening.
Education expert Lisa Delpit explains in “Silenced Dialogue,” that listening requires open hearts and minds: “We do not really see through
our eyes or hear through our ears, but through our beliefs.”28 Through
critical dialogue exercises, Amanda wanted students to express aspects
of their belief systems and, especially, to question the ways our beliefs
factor into our interpretations of others. Krista Ratcliffe’s Rhetorical
Listening helped Amanda to theorize listening as a contemplative act.
Beyond listening as a meaning-making tool for understanding the self
in relation to others, Ratcliffe argues that listening is also rhetorical and
can function as an “interpretative invention” strategy. Using this strategy, an individual reflects an active stance of openness and a willingness
“to cultivate conscious identifications in ways that promote productive
communication, especially but not solely cross-culturally.”29 Ratcliffe
suggests that conscious identifications move us beyond a self/other binary viewpoint to a place where we listen for how our identifications
inform our beliefs and assumptions—to listen for how we attempt to
connect and disconnect with others. Instead of listening for what we
can challenge or agree with, Ratcliffe explains, “we choose to listen also
for the exiled excess and contemplate its relation to our culture and
our selves. Such listening does not presume a naïve, relativistic empathy, such as ‘I’m OK, you’re OK’ but rather an ethical responsibility
to argue for what we deem fair and just while questioning that which
we deem fair and just.”30 One of Amanda’s First Year Writing students
described the purpose of critical dialogue exercises as an opportunity to
“look deeper… [into] why something is said or done and why [someone acted] in a specific way.”
To begin a critical dialogue exercise, students are randomly partnered,31 and, much as in what has been presented above in the description of Ameena’s exercises, the class takes two to four minutes
of quiet attention where participants are asked to sit with their eyes
closed or fixed on something and to observe their breath. Students do
not encounter mindful silences for the first time with critical dialogue
exercises; much as we discuss above in presenting Ameena’s exercises,
Amanda regularly begins class with mindful silence to help students to
focus in, to disconnect from the rest of our day, and to become more
whole and present in our classroom space. The critical dialogue exercise
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can be adapted for shorter sessions, though Amanda most often allows
forty-five minutes to an hour, typically leading students through two
to three exercises per semester (though she has led groups of students
or faculty through a single exercise with positive results). Generally,
she organizes dialogue prompts around a particular topic that relates
to students’ daily objectives, and invites them to do one or more of the
following: Tell a personal story, take a stance on an issue, contemplate
alternative interpretations and viewpoints, and/or “play” critically with
everyday language (discussed in more detail below).
A sample sequence for identifying assumptions about poverty
might include reading the questions listed below, providing two to four
minutes in between each one for rhetorical listening (only one student
speaks and the other listens for their own interpretations), dialogue,
or contemplative silence: What is your mental image of an American
living in poverty? Where have you seen these images? Tell a story about a
“poor” person you’ve known at some point in your life? Now, take a few
moments in silence to consider how you knew this person was “poor”: What
made them “poor”, in your opinion, and how did you know? Explain to
your partner how your dominant image of “poor” people compares to and/
or complicates the person in your story? Discuss situations when you heard
privileged Americans claim to be “poor” (e.g., I hear students say they are
“so poor” they can’t go to spring break. How is being “poor” and not being
able to afford spring break different)? Finally, each student stakes a claim
on whether the dominant visuals and narratives about global poverty
damage or empower Americans in poverty.
Critical dialogue exercises ask students to take pause at moments
and at other points to return attention to their breath; mostly, though,
they are in conversation with one another. Even if they aren’t responding to the prompts Amanda has posed, students are expected to dialogue. Writing, which helps students process the emotions and discoveries that may have emerged during the exercise, marks the end of the
exercise. Sometimes, Amanda guides students toward a particular type
of reflection by offering them a prompt (e.g., How does your inner
representation of the “poor” in the U.S. shape your way of acting when
confronted with poverty in your everyday life? How do you interact
with people who are homeless, for example?), but more commonly
she invites students to simply write about whatever they feel is at the
surface.
As she continues to organize and present critical dialogue exercises
in her classes, Amanda wants to gather more information about how
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students who have experienced oppression may face various “triggers”
during this activity. Though the focused prompts of critical dialogue
exercises help to guard against tokenizing any one reality across a social group, the physical intimacy of this dialogue space could enhance
personal anxiety as someone identified with the group of study (e.g.,
individual who has lived in poverty). Amanda attempts to prepare students for critical dialogue exercises by announcing them in advance,
naming the class’ learning goals, and offering one or two prompts for
students to ponder between classes. Students are given the opportunity to opt out of critical dialogue exercises, though none have done
so, thus far. Because she has worked with an overwhelmingly white
population when leading critical dialogue exercises, Amanda worries
about white students confessing guilt about racism, blindly unaware
of the emotional and physical damage such confessions can inflict on
students of color. Such confessions ask us to, perhaps, absolve white
guilt by directing attention to intentions rather than individual agency
in maintaining oppression. To address this concern, Amanda can share
with students pithy articles, such as Everyday Feminism’s “8 Things
White People Really Need to Understand about Race.”32 Number seven on this list instructs the reader to listen more so they can stop tokenizing people of color, demanding emotional energy from people
of color, and expecting people of color to be “educators on demand.”
Though critical dialogue exercises are adaptable to most classroom content, implementation of this activity should be grounded in feminist,
social justice-oriented praxis and should be responsive to the unique
batch of learners populating one’s course. Not all educators are prepared or should feel compelled to engage students in consciousness
raising activities.
Students report in written feedback33 that critical dialogue exercises have five learning outcomes: broadened understanding of personal
belief systems and values, heightened awareness about differently-situated lived experiences, greater consciousness about personal bias or the
making of assumption, increased feelings of comfort and belonging
within the classroom, and intensified personal activism. We wish to
focus attention here on the fifth item in this list—the ways in which
critical dialogue exercises encourage (informed) personal activism in
everyday contexts.
Through critical dialogue exercises students are given space to devise and share strategies for discursive activism, which involves using
discourse, especially in everyday contexts, to incite critical thinking
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and/or to interrupt status quo ways of thinking. Many of us have experienced a social situation that was uncomfortable because someone’s
prejudice was made explicit. A racist joke here. A stereotype there. Students can easily recognize such hostile moments, yet they may struggle
with knowing how to respond to these situations and how to interact
with those making offensive comments in a productive way. A First
Year Writing student stated, “Taking into consideration what we talked
about—how certain injustices are overlooked and normalized—makes
me feel more confident about my own opinions about them; and therefore, I feel more likely to speak out against them in the future.” Hearing
how others have responded or what they wished they had said when
faced with social injustice arms students with more strategies for negotiating these moments. This “play” with language draws upon students’
personal stories of experiencing an uncomfortable situation rather than
a scenario that Amanda devises for them. In this way, she attempts to
prepare students to become change agents by asking them to first tell
about a moment of encountering injustice and then to collaboratively
brainstorm interruption strategies. A Women, Gender, Sexuality Studies student explained the takeaway message of the activity in this way:
“It made me realize some of the techniques that I do have at my disposal, and the importance of looking at situations in terms of opportunity
for critical dialogue, but also thinking about appropriate place/space
for it and whether or not it is best to approach in that space.” In hearing others narrate their experiences with social injustice in discourse
situations, participants are drawn into their memories and invited to
consider how they have handled such situations in the past. A First
Year Writing student offered: “I realized that not standing up for what
you believe in is actually saying that something that bothers you is
okay. By not expressing how you don’t like homophobic language, you
are allowing it to continue and therefore allowing it to be acceptable.
Sometimes I don’t want to start an argument and have any of that hate
directed at myself, but now I’m more motivated to speak up.”
After students have taken time to reflect in writing on the critical
dialogue exercise, Amanda documents on the board students’ suggested rhetorical strategies for interrupting injustice in everyday discourse
situations. These generally include critical questioning (e.g. “What do
you mean by that?”), identification of injustice (e.g. “When you said
xyz, it felt like a generalization across all people of color”), redirection
(e.g. “Did you know that statistics actually don’t support that assumption?”), and statement of feeling (e.g. “That really offended me because
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people I know who live in poverty are not like that at all.”). The large
group discussion about discursive activism strategies allows Amanda
to address kairos, a Greek term roughly translated as the opportune
moment. She makes explicit the influence of audience and context in
the types of conversations one can have in any given discourse situation, and students are pushed to be mindful of the risks and rewards
for speaking out and/or interrupting oppression when they encounter
it in the everyday. This is generally a great opportunity to mention
the privilege of whiteness to experience fewer risks when speaking out
against racism and also to encourage students to practice mindfulness
as a means of staying present in potentially triggering situations. Mindful silence can function as an act of resistance in many ways.

Conclusion
Through the use of contemplative practices such as visualization,
mindful reflection, and critical dialogue, we invite students to trace
histories of everyday needs (e.g., food), tools (e.g., a coffee maker),
encounters, and ways of speaking (e.g. “I’m not racist, but…”). The
teaching exercises described here showcase critical and guided reflection about human interconnectedness, and through these practices we
support students’ exploration of the concepts and actions associated
with interrupting social injustice in their everyday lives.
Cultivation of effective strategies for social justice education in the
college classroom are critical, particularly given the growing visibility
of organized and grassroots activism (#blacklivesmatter) and the current racially-charged discourse at a national level. Recently, there have
been a number of high-profile cases of faculty who have encountered
student resistance in classroom discussions, such as Andrea Quenette
at the University of Kansas and Shannon Gibney at Minneapolis Community and Technical College.34 Further, our institutions are often under pressure by off-campus influences to minimize controversy, which
threatens political discourse and academic freedom.35 Faculty must feel
comfortable devising and honing effective strategies to support social
justice teaching and learning, and we believe the best way is through
conversations with other practitioners, such as those that informed the
writing of this article.
Through contemplative pedagogy, faculty can go beyond social
justice education that strengthens students’ awareness and resolve to
“make a difference” by prompting reflection and providing a structure
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for transformational experiences that inspire both understanding and
connections. Realizing that social justice is not just about someone else
but that all of our humanity is intertwined, students can observe the
significant struggles of our time, set their own intentions, and take action in their daily lives. Given that for the majority of students college
is a time of both capacity building and identity formation, the opportunity for promoting social justice principles as a “way of life” seems an
element of kairos, not just ideal in terms of timing but also in terms of
audience openness and contextualized engagement. As Kahane states,
contemplative practices “bring our bare humanity into the classroom
in ways that allow education to be more holistic, more fulfilling, and
more real for both professors and students.”36 Because contemplative
pedagogy allows us to connect more with our students, their learning,
and their activism, we see it as especially oriented to social justice.
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Social movements are increasingly turning to mind-body practices like
meditation to support their work. This is a new, but still marginal trend.
The spread of mindfulness practices among social justice organizations will
grow if a compelling case can be made that mind-body practices are central,
not peripheral, to collective liberation. The philosophers Georges Bataille
and Chögyam Trungpa provide that case. Both Bataille and Trungpa, in
their respective works, articulate how easy it is for humans to feel small in
the face of a contingent and finite existence, and how this felt smallness often fuels compensatory desires for aggrandizement and domination, desires
with profound material effects. If there are existential drivers behind systemic dominations like colonialism, capitalist exploitation, white supremacy, and hetero-patriarchy, then existential change strategies become central
to addressing the causes of injustice. The accounts provided by both Bataille
and Trungpa clarify how efforts to integrate mind-body practices into social
movements are central to the pursuit of social and ecological justice.
Keywords: mindfulness, micropolitics, Tibetan Buddhism, Chögyam
Trungpa, Georges Bataille, root causes of domination
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A

GROWING NUMBER OF social justice organizations are
turning to mind-body practices like meditation to supplement
their efforts to transform systemic dominations like white supremacy,
hetero-patriarchy, and capitalist exploitation.1 While embodied practices such as singing and dancing, along with spiritual forms like prayer
and ceremony, have been central to most successful social movements,
the integration of meditation and yoga into secular and multi-faith
movements in the Euro-Americas is a recent and growing trend.2 This
integration is part of what TIME magazine recently called the “mindful revolution,” a mainstreaming of mindfulness practices that is being
largely powered by new research illuminating their health and cognitive benefits.3 Medical researcher and meditation popularizer Jon Kabat-Zinn defines mindfulness as “paying attention in a particular way:
on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally.”4 The most
common form that mindfulness practice takes is sitting meditation.
Like most revolutions, the “mindful revolution” is composed of
multiple and competing forces. Corporations are increasingly offering
mindfulness and yoga programs to their employees, for example, with
the aim of heightening productivity and maximizing company profits.5
Mindfulness workshops at the World Economic Forum are now standard fare. Critics worry, however, that the transformational potential
of mindfulness practice is being hijacked by a neoliberal discourse of
self-help that reinforces rather than challenges egoistic behavior and
capitalist institutions.6
In their influential article on corporate mindfulness, “Beyond McMindfulness,” Ron Purser and David Loy emphasize the Buddhist distinction between Right Mindfulness (samma sati) and Wrong Mindfulness (miccha sati).7 The difference is “whether the quality of awareness
is characterized by wholesome intentions and positive mental qualities
that lead to human flourishing and optimal well-being for others as
well as oneself.”8 The growing use of mind-body techniques by social
justice organizations is more aligned with Right Mindfulness than corporate uses, and represents a better integration of mindfulness into
the larger society, one that foregrounds goals of personal and collective
liberation.
I recently conducted interviews with leaders of social justice organizations that are centering mind-body practices in their work (what I
call the “transformative movement-building current”).9 I learned that
the rationales activists use for turning to mind-body practices focus
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primarily on dealing with the effects of systemic domination (such as
relieving trauma, and helping with burnout). But what causes dominations (such as white supremacy) in the first place? And might mindbody practices have a role to play in transforming the root causes of
domination, not merely their effects? The fledgling integration of
mind-body practices into social movements will more likely take flight
if a compelling case can be made that these practices are central, not
incidental, to collective liberation.
According to Buddhist teacher Adam Lobel: “The relationship
between spiritual, inner transformation and social transformation is
under-theorized and often misunderstood in the present. Despite the
claim and the hope that personal transformations are relevant for global issues, it is unclear precisely why this is the case.”10 Buddhist teachers such as Thich Nhat Hanh, Sulak Sivaraksa, Bernie Glassman, and
the Dalai Lama have helpfully articulated the importance of mindful social engagement, but the link between personal change practices
like meditation and broader social change remains under-theorized.
In this article I turn to two powerful and complementary sources to
help clarify the link between contemplative practice and social change:
the French philosopher Georges Bataille (1897-1962) and the Tibetan Buddhist teacher and philosopher Chögyam Trungpa (1939-1987).
While emerging from different philosophical traditions, both Trungpa and Bataille offer deeply resonant explanations for the origins of
dominative social relations. Through close readings of their works, I
make the case that efforts to integrate mind-body practices into social
movements are vital, not peripheral, to projects of radical social transformation.

Bataille, Trungpa, and the Political Force of Existential
Resentment
What possibly could Bataille, the controversial author of pornographic
novels, have in common with Trungpa, a meditation master trained in
monastic Tibet? The resonances are surprisingly plentiful. Indeed, cultural theorist Marcus Boon recently called Trungpa the “most Bataillean of contemporary Tibetan teachers.”11 To reverse the comparison,
we could also say that Bataille was a particularly “Trungpian” European
philosopher. Bataille’s interest in Tibetan culture was longstanding. He
trained in the language, expressed interest in travelling to the country,
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and planned to write a book on tantra.12 Besides their shared appreciation for tantric practice and the sacred potential of carnal pleasures
like love-making and liquor, these apparently disparate thinkers are
primarily linked by their shared emphasis on what I will call existential
resentment, when explaining worldly challenges like economic inequality and nuclear build-up.
By existential resentment, I mean the felt smallness that humans
can feel in the face of our finite and fleshy existence.13 Both Bataille and
Trungpa, in their respective works, articulate how easy it is for humans
to feel small and servile in the face of a contingent existence, and how
this felt servility often fuels compensatory desires for aggrandizement
and domination, desires with profound material effects. For Trungpa,
we struggle with a “fear of death, fear of oneself, and fear of others”
that fuels aggressive behavior.14 Similarly, Bataille sees humanity as “revolting intimately against the fact of dying, generally mistrusting the
body, that is, having a deep mistrust of what is accidental, natural,
perishable.”15 This mistrust fuels efforts to best others as a way of compensating for the lack of power and control we can feel in the face of
decay. Both Trungpa and Bataille draw a strong causal link between
existential resentment and dominative social relations.
Bataille and Trungpa’s resonant approaches to the origins and cessation of domination complement each other in vital ways. Bataille is
clearer than Trungpa, for example, in linking existential rancor to specific forms of systemic domination. For Bataille, “an active intention
to surpass and destroy animal nature within us” is responsible for the
creation of racial and class hierarchies; social distinctions that are established to help the elect feel in control, at the top of the heap, removed
from the domineering muck of nature. Trungpa, on the other hand,
tends to use more general terms like “chaos” and “aggression” when
describing systemic challenges.16 A strength of Bataille’s analysis is the
direct link he makes between existential resentment and particular systemic challenges such as class exploitation and racism.
A key strength of Trungpa’s corpus, however, is the refined path of
contemplative practice he offers for transforming existential resentment
into gratitude and appreciation for earthly life. For Trungpa “meditation practice is regarded as a good and in fact excellent way to overcome
warfare in the world: our own warfare as well as greater warfare.”17
Bataille meditated himself, and was one of the first Euro-American
philosophers to take mind-body practices seriously as tools for individual and cultural transformation. The actual meditations he developed,
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unfortunately, have limited transformative value.18 While Bataille offers
a clearer existential diagnosis of systemic challenges, Trungpa’s body of
teachings and methodology for treatment are more robust.
Bataille’s rich theoretical work, however, can help inform the teaching of meditation in social movements and in the broader culture. To
concretize this point, I put Bataille’s materialist account of earthly richness into conversation with Trungpa’s meditations on “basic goodness.”
Before turning to this comparative work, I focus the beginning and
middle sections of this essay on Bataille and Trungpa’s respective explanations for domination, and why they both see existential change
strategies like meditation—and other methods for transforming the
self and our experience of the world—as integral to radical social transformation.

Who Is Georges Bataille?
While a key influence for better-known theorists like Michel Foucault,
Jacques Derrida, and Judith Butler, Bataille remains a marginal figure
in most political theory. As Robyn Marasco recently noted, “precious
little has been said about Bataille as a resource for philosophical critique and political theory.”19 Bataille’s work, meanwhile, is teeming
with insights, especially ones that bear directly on the relationship between contemplative practice and social change.
Deeply influenced by Eastern philosophy, Bataille is representative
of a centuries-old tradition in Euro-American philosophy of drawing
on Buddhist ideas.20 Like Buddhist philosophers, Bataille offers an explanation of strife that is rooted in human resistance to the contingency and finitude of existence. Because of Bataille’s analysis of domination, he is one of the first European philosophers to take mind-body
practices seriously as tools for cultural and political change. Bataille is
a vital—if sometimes unsettling—ally in ongoing efforts to better understand how contemplative praxis relates to social change.
Putting Bataille’s thought to use for Left political theory and practice is not a straightforward process.21 A number of his interests were
outrageous (human sacrifice, necrophilia, and orgiastic debauchery)
and are not easily reconciled with Leftist morality, or most moral conventions for that matter.22 Bataille’s transgressive pursuits help explain
why such a generative philosopher remains relatively marginal.23 But
while outrageous, Bataille’s intellectual and lived transgressions were
intelligible. One need not endorse Bataille’s darker proclivities to ap-
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preciate his general encouragement of practices that might better align
cultures with the always-fleeting present and transform existential resentment into earthly affirmation. Bataille’s sometimes-fumbling search
for micropolitical strategies that work on the existential plane (fears, affects, habits) is sensible when we consider his diagnosis of domination.

Bataille’s Theory of Domination
Bataille’s analysis of domination is rooted in his study of the body,
and the terror and shame human animals can feel before it. The body
is unpredictable: It leaks, expels, hungers, fails, and ultimately dies.
Our bodies are our opening to life, but also to death. And this inevitable death seems to suggest insignificance before the putrefaction from
which we come and will one day return. Humans, Bataille writes in his
masterwork The Accursed Share, “[appear] to be the only animal to be
ashamed of that nature whence he comes, and from which he does not
cease to have departed.”24 We feel primal shame, according to Bataille,
because the decay we are conscious of suggests servility and baseness.25
This primary disdain for animal nature, and our dependence upon
it, spurs fantastical efforts to dominate our bodies, each other, and the
more-than-human-world in attempts to offset felt servility with felt
dominance. For Bataille, much of human history can be read as a permanent struggle against animality.26 In The Accursed Share he observes
that humanity “resembles those parvenus who are ashamed of their
humble origin. They rid themselves of anything suggesting it. What are
the ‘noble’ and ‘good’ families,” he writes of upper class morality, “if not
those in which their filthy birth is the most carefully concealed?”27
One of the crucial rationales for accumulating wealth, according to
Bataille, is that material riches help us distinguish ourselves not only
from animality, but also from those we take to be nature’s proxies in
our fantastical efforts to dominate the nature we fear. Proxies, in the
Euro-American context, have included Indigenous peoples, women,
people of color, and workers. These proxies have been discursively linked to animal nature and then materially controlled in efforts
to provide compensatory hits of dominion. For Bataille, “[i]t is not
so much wealth… that distinguishes, that qualifies socially, as it is the
greatest distance from animality.”28
We dominate our bodies and each other in efforts to surpass and
ultimately control our animality, our impermanence. This desire to
“destroy the animal nature within us,” he suggests, lurks behind many
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of our most vexing political and ecological problems.29 In Bataille’s
view, the pull of existential resentment is universal; it is a human struggle.30 He is attuned, however, to the important mediating role played
by culture. Individuals and cultures relate to existential realities like
impermanence in multiple ways. Tibetan Buddhism, for example, offers meditative practices for befriending the reality of death. We are not
destined to resentfully interpret death as domineering, or to flee from
felt servility with fantasies of mastery.

Transforming Resentment into Earthly Gratitude:
The Case of Tibetan Buddhism
Bataille surveys multiple cultures in The Accursed Share, but his engagement with Tibetan Buddhism is most germane to this analysis.
His musings on Tibetan Buddhism are often selective and incomplete
characterizations of the tradition, but they nevertheless offer useful
frames for transforming existential resentment. Bataille saw the culture
and economy of Tibet before the Chinese invasion in 1959 as a glorious effort to affirm the totality of life, including death. He admired,
for example, the Tibetan tantric practice of meditating in graveyards.31
The benefit of these practices, according to Bataille, is that if existential
resentment leads to compensatory self-seeking, then affirming the totality of life, including death, can produce an ethos of generosity.
Prior to China’s occupation, Tibetan wealth was poured into developing an extensive network of monasteries devoted to a religion that
encourages openness to the reality of death and the changeful present.
In 1917, according to rough estimates provided by British diplomat
Charles Bell, monastic budgets were double that of the government
and eight times that of the army.32 In Bataille’s view, Tibetan energetic
and material investments were successful in creating a culture that bestows prestige upon self-overcoming and compassion instead of upon
avarice and accumulation.33
Bataille’s enthusiasm for Tibetan culture was not ungrounded.
There were important material manifestations of Buddhism’s emphasis on primordial richness and universal well-being before the Chinese
invasion. Because a majority of productive land was under the Dalai
Lama’s sway, for example, the private enclosure of common land that
kick-started capitalism in Great Britain was less imaginable and actionable in Tibet.34 And while land belonged to the Dalai Lama, tax-paying
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peasants held relatively inalienable usufruct rights, granting them open
access to the means of subsistence. The cultural priority that Tibetan
Buddhism places on transforming existential resentment into earthly
affirmation does appear to have helped nurture relatively equal access
to land.
Moreover, after the Chinese Revolution in 1949, Tibetan intellectuals—including the current Dalai Lama—hoped that modern socialism could disrupt stubborn feudal hierarchies that predated Buddhism’s
hold on political power, and could better materialize the Buddhist emphasis on universal well-being.35 Even after Communist China’s colonization of Tibet, the Dalai Lama still refers to himself as “half-Marxist, half-Buddhist.”36 The Dalai Lama’s double allegiance is deserving of
more analytical attention. Part of my argument in this essay is that the
work of Georges Bataille, the tantric communist, can support the development of Buddhist socialism and the ongoing integration of meditative praxis into secular and multi-faith social movements.37
Part of the story that Bataille does not cover, however, is that Tibet still experienced economic hierarchy, gender-based oppression, and
corruption. There was a class system, for example, that differentiated
monks, aristocrats, peasants, nomads, and servants, as well as outcasts
akin to Indian “untouchables” who performed undesirable tasks such
as blacksmithing, butchering, and corpse disposal.38 Bataille was not
typically prone to idealism, but Tibet took his breath away; his account
of the country is marked by Orientalist idealization.39 According to
Donald Lopez Jr., Bataille’s analysis fits within an overly simplistic Euro-American pattern of presenting Tibetan culture as a balm that can
“regenerate the West by showing us, prophetically, what we can be by
showing us what it had been.”40
Despite Bataille’s romantic view of Tibet, he was ultimately a tragic
thinker. He did not hold to the prospect of a utopian future where the
“the pursuit of rank and war” is perfectly transformed.41 Bataille evinces a tragic radicalism; he locates drivers of domination in our existential
condition as animals that die, know we die, and easily feel fear and servility in light of inevitable decay. Since our mortality is hard fact, completely undoing compensatory desires for dominion is unlikely in his
estimation. And yet by locating a root driver for dominance-seeking,
Bataille’s work breaks ground for radical politics; it offers a pathway
towards increasing, if not perfect and final, liberation.
One of the implications of Bataille’s analysis is that mind-body
practices should become central, instead of merely supplementary, to
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processes of transformative political change. Bataille understood that
moving from a culture that interprets death as a domineering master
to one affirming mortality as a necessary movement in the general generosity of life requires practices that enable the felt experience of basic
richness.42

Chögyam Trungpa and the Pursuit of Enlightened
Society
Bataille’s approach to existential resentment is deeply resonant with
the one pursued by Tiebetan Buddhist teacher Chögyam Trungpa, especially in Trungpa’s Shambhala teachings. In the late 1970s, Trungpa
developed a secular training program—“Shambhala Training”—with
the goal of reaching an audience beyond Buddhists. The curriculum
is largely drawn from Trungpa’s famous work, Shambhala: The Sacred
Path of the Warrior, and is designed to help students experience their
“basic goodness,” or the basic workability of our existential situation
as mortal and vulnerable beings.43 In a nice summation of the Shambhala teachings, Trungpa notes in his book Smile at Fear that: “By naturally being here, we have less resentment. When we are resentful, we
are somewhere else, because we are preoccupied with something else.
Being a warrior is being simply here without distraction and preoccupation. And by being here, we become cheerful. We can smile at our
fear.”44
For activists keen to address the effects of existential resentment in
their movements and beyond, the Shambhala training curriculum is
a more valuable source than Bataille’s underdeveloped contemplative
toolkit.45 And yet Bataille’s work can helpfully supplement the transmission of Shambhala teachings in Euro-American activist communities. For one, as noted, he offers a more direct linkage between existential resentment and systemic domination than we find in Trungpa’s
work. Moreover, Bataille offers a rich materialist account of earthly
life that supports Trungpa’s teaching on “basic goodness.” But before
discussing these linkages, who is Chögyam Trungpa, and what is basic
goodness?
Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche (1939–1987) was born in Tibet.
Following the Chinese occupation, he helped lead a group of fleeing
Tibetans across the Himalayas and into India.46 He then studied comparative religion at Oxford University before moving to North America
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in 1970. He is a key force in the worldwide spread of Tibetan Buddhism, and there are currently 200 meditation centers propagating
his teachings (most major cities in North America have a “Shambhala
Center”). Trungpa promoted social engagement among his students
and advocated for an “enlightened society,” not simply personal enlightenment.47 Despite his wide readership, and the spread of Shambhala centers across the continent, Trungpa’s work has yet to be rigorously applied to contemporary political problems (a need The Arrow
is seeking to address). This is a significant gap, since Trungpa’s work
sheds important light on the drivers of domination, and their remedies
(even if he himself does not use the language of domination or systemic
injustice in his work).
Trungpa’s theory of change, is that experiencing “basic goodness”
and cultivating appreciation of our basic existence can create the psychic ground for more generous relations with each other and the morethan-human-world. For Trungpa, “A great deal of chaos in the world
occurs because people don’t appreciate themselves. Having never developed sympathy or gentleness towards themselves, they cannot experience harmony or peace within themselves, and therefore, what they
project to others is also inharmonious and confused.”48
Our lack of appreciation, according to Trungpa, comes from fear
of our fundamentally impermanent and mortal situations.49 To transform this fear we need to examine it. Trungpa’s claim is that if we care
to look closely enough we will see that at the core of our experience
is a basic goodness, or fundamental workability. Trungpa sometimes
uses ecological metaphors to explain basic goodness. “If we didn’t have
sunlight, we wouldn’t have vegetation, we wouldn’t have any crops, and
we couldn’t cook a meal. So basic goodness is good because it is so basic,
so fundamental.”50 Our interdependent earthly lives, the products of
millions of years of evolutionary process, are fundamentally sound: We
have all that we need to make good human lives (e.g., light, warmth,
food, resources, digestive and respiratory systems, multispecies companionship).
The image of the sun occupies a central role in Trungpa’s affirmative philosophy. He refers to the growing appreciation of basic goodness as the dawning of the “Great Eastern Sun.” Jeremy Hayward, a
senior teacher in the Shambhala tradition, explains the concept this
way: “Great refers to a vision of sacredness shared by many human
societies across all cultures and ages; Eastern to the wakefulness of such
societies—east being the direction one first looks when one wakes up;
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and Sun to the limitless and unceasing wisdom and energy available to
those who follow this vision.”51 In other words, those individuals and
societies able to celebrate the basic energies composing earthly life are
manifesting the “Great Eastern Sun.”
Trungpa contrasts this affirmative view with what he calls the “Setting Sun” world: “a world based on the fear of death, fear of oneself,
and fear of others.”52 For Trungpa, this fear of vulnerability is a primary source of human confusion, aggression, and ensuing social chaos.
We fundamentally doubt our existential condition, and seek to placate
that doubt with the pursuit of material comfort and power. Trungpa
observes,
The setting-sun approach is to shield ourselves from dirt as
much as we can, so that we don’t have to look at it—we
just get rid of anything unpleasant. As long as we have a
pleasurable situation, we forget about the leftovers or the
greasy spoons and plates. We leave the job of cleaning up to
someone else. That approach produces an oppressive social
hierarchy in the setting-sun world; there are those who get
rid of other people’s dirt and those who take pleasure in
producing dirt.53

The antidote to this situation, according to Trungpa, is befriending
the very vulnerability that can so easily sow fear, resentment, and compensatory bids for control and power. Our vulnerability and accompanying sensitivity is how we connect with others. Trungpa refers to our
sensitivity as the “genuine heart of sadness.”54 He elaborates: “You don’t
feel sad because someone has insulted you or because you feel impoverished. Rather, this experience of sadness is unconditioned. It occurs
because your heart is completely exposed. There is no skin or tissue
covering it; it is pure raw meat. Even if a tiny mosquito lands on it,
you feel so touched. Your experience is raw and tender and so personal.”55 This tenderness can be a source of anxiety and resentment since
it seems to spell our softness, our weakness. But for Trungpa, this basic
sensitivity is the fuel for love, compassion, and generosity; it is a key
expression of basic goodness.56 Our genuine heart of sadness is what
connects us with other humans and the more-than-human-world; this
sensitivity is an evolutionary inheritance, and according to Sakyong
Mipham, key to species survival and flourishing.57
The fear that leads us to cover over our vulnerability and sensitivity
is itself an expression of basic goodness, and needs to be affirmed as
well. According to Gaylon Ferguson, a senior Shambhala teacher, “fear
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is a sign of our own life-force energy in a startling upsurge. Fear is our
experience of the world becoming vivid: we passionately care about the
safety of our loved ones [including ourselves]. That is why we fear for
their well-being. Fear is an aspect of our caring heart.”58 For Trungpa,
we need to train in feeling and knowing our fear. Specifically, we need
to train in the art of transforming fear into fearlessness, into a confident
affirmation of earthly existence, even though that existence is fraught
with vulnerabilities like sickness and death. “You have to realize fear as
the starting point of fearlessness. Fear is not regarded as black, and fearlessness is not regarded as white. You have to make friends with fear.”59
The primary technique that Trungpa prescribes for befriending fear
is sitting meditation. By just being with our bodies, minds, and world,
we can begin to see the existential real without concept or narrative.
Trungpa insists that people examine the existential real themselves, but
offers this encouraging guidance:
[I]f you actually look, if you take your whole being apart
and examine it, you find that you are genuine and good as
you are. In fact, the whole of existence is well constructed,
so that there is very little room for mishaps of any kind.
There are, of course, constant challenges, but the sense of
challenge is quite different from the setting-sun feeling that
you are condemned to your world and your problems.60

Meditation, in other words, is a tool for transforming existential resentment into deep and embodied appreciation for the fundamental
goodness of earthly life by directly addressing the fear that leads to such
resentment. And if we can embody that basic goodness both individually and collectively, then we are much less likely to harm ourselves and
others due to compensatory bids for oppressive power. For Trungpa,
“we can work with the rest of the world, on the basis of the goodness
we discover in ourselves. Therefore, meditation practice is regarded as
a good and in fact excellent way to overcome warfare in the world: our
own warfare as well as greater warfare.”61
There are a multitude of ritualistic technologies available for transforming fear and resentment into affirmation of life and basic goodness. A benefit of Shambhala meditation training, especially in the
Euro-Americas, is that it was developed with Western, secular, and
multi-faith communities in mind, but by a teacher extensively trained
in monastic Tibet. Shambhala training is rooted in the wisdom traditions of Tibet, while also being cosmopolitan, drawing from Japanese,
Chinese, Indigenous, and Euro-American sources.62 “With the great
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problems now facing human society,” notes Trungpa, “it seems increasingly important to find simple and nonsectarian ways to work with
ourselves and to share our understanding with others.”63
For activists wanting to address the effects of existential resentment
in their movements and beyond, the Shambhala Training curriculum is
a powerful but underutilized resource. Bataille’s work, I think, can help
facilitate the uptake of Shambhala training among activists. Besides offering a clearer link between existential resentment and systematic injustice than is found in Trungpa’s work, Bataille’s materialist account of
planetary richness helps flesh out the concept of basic goodness within
the context of confronting systems of domination. In his book Great
Eastern Sun, Trungpa notes, “It would be good to conduct a study of
Western historical figures who tried to achieve the Shambhala vision
of enlightened society.”64 Bataille is one such figure, if a particularly
roguish one.

Bataille and Solar Exuberance
The sun is a central force in the philosophies of both Trungpa and
Bataille. For Trungpa, the sun is a symbol of basic goodness, and the
human capacity to awaken to it, to become enlightened. For Bataille,
the sun is the material starting point for earthly life, and thus his philosophy. “Solar energy,” writes Bataille, “is the source of life’s exuberant development. The origin and essence of our wealth are given in
the radiation of the sun, which dispenses energy—wealth—without
any return.”65 The sun offers our planet enough energy in one hour to
meet contemporary civilizational needs for an entire year.66 Harnessing
this energy, to be sure, is a massive technological challenge. Moreover,
biological life only has limited access to the superabundance of solar
energy that hits the planet every day. But the amount of energy we
can access enables an energetically rich life. Bataille’s materialist analysis of solar lavishness helpfully concretizes Trungpa’s account of basic
goodness, what he also referred to as “basic richness.”67 While Trungpa
offers practices for people to feel their inherent goodness and richness,
actually experiencing this goodness takes time.68 Without spending
hours meditating, and slowly uncovering a tender and radiating heart,
Trungpa’s teachings on basic goodness and richness can appear idealistic. Bataille’s materialist account of solar generosity further evidences
Trungpa’s philosophy; it offers strong conceptual proof that can heighten commitment to the experiential practice of meditation.
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“The sun gives without ever receiving,” argues Bataille. “[Humans]
were conscious of this long before astrophysics measured that ceaseless
prodigality; they saw it ripen the harvests and they associated its splendor with the act of someone who gives without receiving.”69At a basic
biological level, the sun’s exuberance means that “on the surface of the
globe, for living matter in general, energy is always in excess, the question is always posed in terms of extravagance.”70 Put more succinctly:
“We receive more energy than we can use.”71 The basic planetary condition is wealth more than poverty. The essential meaning of Bataille’s
claim that luxury—not necessity—organizes life on earth is that all
organisms have access to more energy than required for subsistence,
thanks to the sun’s exuberance. This excess is often invested in biological growth (at the level of an organism, species, or ecosystem). But
growth can never fully exhaust the energy available to an individual
organism or biological system. All organisms and systems are left with
a surplus to spend “willingly or not, gloriously or catastrophically.”72
Evidence of earthly richness includes the ornate colors and plumage
of the animal kingdom that seemingly exceed evolutionary use-value.
Similarly, consider the capacity for pleasure suffusing animal life, especially all the sexualized pleasures apparently unrelated to procreation.
Even when a sensory pleasure is associated with basic functioning like
a good sneeze, excretion, or stretch, there can still be sumptuousness to
the sensation (need it feel so good?). A sneeze is arguably basic goodness at work, a flash of solar exuberance amidst our everyday lives.
Consider, also, the ubiquity of queerness across the animal kingdom. According to Bruce Bagemihl, author of Biological Exuberance
(a book that draws heavily from Bataille), “homosexuality is found in
virtually all animal groups, in virtually all geographic areas and time
periods, and in a wide variety of forms.”73 But why, asks Bagemihl,
“does same-sex activity persist—reappearing in species after species,
generation after generation, individual after individual—when it is not
useful” from a strictly evolutionary perspective?74 Bagemihl’s answer is
that use and necessity are not life’s sole organizing principles: “Natural
systems are driven as much by abundance and excess as they are by
limitation and practicality. Seen in this light, homosexuality and nonreproductive heterosexuality are ‘expected’ occurrences—they are one
manifestation of an overall ‘extravagance’ of biological systems that has
many expressions.”75
For Bataille, our primordial condition is marked by richness thanks
to the lavishness of the sun. And then, of course, we die. Death can
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easily appear as proof of our ultimate poverty; it seemingly mocks
attempts to assert the basic richness or goodness of life. But Bataille
reads mortality as another marker of life’s luxuriousness. Large mammals like us are impressive condensations of energy (we are ourselves
only possible given energetic wealth). This energy is then extravagantly
squandered upon our necessary deaths. “When we curse death,” argues
Bataille, “we only fear ourselves… We lie to ourselves when we dream
of escaping the movement of luxurious exuberance of which we are
only the most intense form.”76 Death’s energetic squandering is also
an ecological gift for the new life arising from decay: “[Humankind]
conspires to ignore the fact that death is also the youth of things.”77
Bataille’s reading of death as exemplary of basic goodness supports
Trungpa’s encouragement to “make friends with our death,” and to not
resentfully cast it as “a defeat and as an insult.”78
Tibetan culture, according to Bataille, is more successful than Euro-American ones at affirming the totality of life. For Bataille, cultural forms that communicate this affirmation are glorious expenditures
of basic energetic wealth. The resentment that animates so many Euro-American cultural forms is itself enabled by energetic exuberance,
a “catastrophic” use of our basic richness.79 And the Euro-American
desire to escape our corporeality only intensifies feelings of lack and
malaise by disconnecting us from the earthly exuberance alive in our
changeful bodies. For Bataille:
Anguish arises when the anxious individual is not himself
stretched tight by the feeling of superabundance. This is
precisely what evinces the isolated, individual character of
anguish. There can be anguish only from a personal, particular point of view that is radically opposed to the general
point of view based on the exuberance of living matter as a
whole. Anguish is meaningless for someone who overflows
with life, and for life as a whole, which is an overflowing by
its very nature.80

Energetic poverty and lack are realities for life on earth. But they are
always felt by particular beings at particular times; energetic lack is not
our general or basic condition. And yet the more we separate ourselves
from exuberant life energies in attempts to gain dominion over them,
the more liable we are to experience lack; we progressively remove ourselves from nature’s overflow.
Bataille was interested in nurturing a sovereign—rather than servile—human encounter with existence: “The sovereignty I speak of has
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little to do with the sovereignty of states… I speak in general of an
aspect that is opposed to the servile and the subordinate.”81 Viewing
humans as agents of life’s exuberance, Bataille saw sovereignty as humanity’s “primordial condition.”82 We are regal and rich from birth.
But this sovereignty is tarnished when we cower before ourselves and
the teeming life energies we issue from, return to, and are animated by.
For Trungpa, sitting meditation is a way to embody the sovereignty
that Bataille argued for: “Meditation practice begins by sitting down
and assuming your seat cross-legged on the ground… You realize that
you are capable of sitting like a king or queen on a throne. The regalness of that situation shows you the dignity that comes from being still
and simple.”83 Sitting meditation is a glorious expenditure of energy;
it is a way of touching into and affirming nature’s basic richness and
overflow.
Bataille’s account of earthly richness resonates strongly with Trungpa’s analysis of basic goodness. What Bataille adds is a robust biophysical account of energetic richness, one focused on the fact of surplus
solar energy. This material reality helps ground the idea of basic goodness. I have personally found Bataille’s work helpful in making sense of
my meditation practice, the primary technique taught by Trungpa for
experiencing our basic goodness. When people sit, let go of conceptual
thought, and connect to the ephemeral present, feelings of impressive
intensity often arise. For me, the intensity of these feelings compels
countless efforts to escape, and I regularly reach for the protection of
conceptual and egoic thought. But understanding these feelings as emblematic of the fundamental exuberance of earthly life has helped me
gradually befriend them. I have come to see meditation as a form of
“intensity training”: I am slowly learning to be with the exuberance of
the world. Joining Bataille’s analysis of solar lavishness with Trungpa’s
account of basic goodness has helped with my intensity training. The
rawness I experience during meditation, while still intense, is less overwhelming than it used to be. It has actually come to feel good—an opportunity to ride life’s effusion, life’s goodness. Marcus Boon hypothesizes that “Bataille’s own theories of excess and general economy are
themselves the product of, and if you like, profit from, his meditation
practice. Meditation, a practice of sovereignty, of the ‘non-useful,’ was
precisely used by Bataille as a secret source of the theory of sovereignty.”84
Bataille’s theoretical work was partly inspired by Buddhist praxis,
but can be looped back to help conceptualize the experience of medita-
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tion. Going beyond discursive thought is a Buddhist aim, but access to
good concepts can help with the process of letting go of our conceptual
resistances to the existential real. Bataille’s account of earthly richness,
coupled with Trungpa’s contemplative instructions for feeling and embodying that richness, are helpful tools in the vital cultural struggle
against existential resentment.

Conclusion: Theorizing Existential Resentment to
Strengthen Social Movements
Georges Bataille and Chögyam Trungpa help us theorize the use of
mind-body practices in transformative social movements. They both
add a powerful rationale to those already deployed by activists. If there
are existential drivers behind systemic dominations like colonialism,
capitalist exploitation, white supremacy, and hetero-patriarchy, then
existential micropolitics like meditation become central to addressing
the causes of injustice, not only their effects. The accounts provided by
both Bataille and Trungpa clarify how efforts to integrate mind-body
practices into social movements are vital, more than peripheral, to the
political success of the Left.
Increasing opportunities for activists to feel their basic richness will
help transform dominative and controlling impulses that can arise in
everyone, even those of us committed to social justice. As both Trungpa and Bataille argue, it is easy for humans to feel small in the face of
finitude, and compensate with controlling behavior. By cultivating the
capacity to experience the richness of earthly life through meditative
technique, social movements can forestall the effects of existential resentment within their ranks—effects like oppressions that are replicated among activists themselves.85 This will make movements more cohesive and capable of achieving social, ecological, and economic justice.86
Cultivating a deep affirmation of earthly life—including its finitude—can help activists “be the change” in radical and embodied ways,
ensuring that their subjectivities are fertile ground for the generosity,
solidarity, and equity that are the emotional building blocks for more
just societies. Similarly, a sociality among activists rooted in the mutual experience of basic goodness can serve as a vital prefiguration of
enlightened and egalitarian societies. Social movements provide vital
experimental ground for new social and cultural relations that can then
be spread to the larger society.
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Given the material force of systems like capitalism, however, it
would be naïve to think that more affirmative accounts of earthly reality—and practices for embodying them—will by themselves vanquish
systemic injustice. The interlocking systems of settler colonialism, capitalism, hetero-patriarchy, and white supremacy have common roots
in existential fear, but they each have their own relatively autonomous
logics that need to be targeted directly through direct action, state action, and community organizing.
Buddhist praxis, and the alleviation of existential resentment it
can enable, does not automatically generate anti-racist and socialist
institutions. Tibet before the Chinese invasion, while a relatively
equitable society, was still marked by feudal and patriarchal hierarchies, hence the current Dalai Lama’s interest in socialism and feminism.87 The relationship between social forces (i.e. systemic logics
like the capitalist profit motive) and the existential resentment that
shapes them still requires more robust theorization. This theorizing
will help social movements strike the right balance between existential micropolitics and more traditional forms of political engagement. The political force of existential resentment, however, has yet
to receive the attention it deserves from the political left. Taking it
seriously promises to help activists dig down to the roots of injustice, prying them from the soils of history, and composting them into
a rich humus that can feed the shoots of collective liberation.
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While we have witnessed spectacular growth in yoga in the last twenty
years, many activist yogis are concerned about multiple inequalities that
threaten to cut yoga from its roots, compromising its core healing powers. This article examines somatic principles that address current post-colonial, race, class, and gender inequalities, specifically how five domes of the
body—the arch in the foot, the perineum, the diaphragm, the palate and
the crown at the top of the head—reveal current contestations. The domes
represent a middle way—a path toward physical, psychic and spiritual
alignment. Drawing upon yoga philosophy, justice studies and multiracial
feminism helps us to see how individual alignment depends upon collective
vision. As a long time yoga practitioner, scholar, and social justice activist I
write seeking ways for yoga to nurture us as individuals and communities
seeking justice and wholeness.
Keywords: yoga, social justice, intersectionality, de-colonization, healing, multiracial feminism, domes
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I

N THE LAST twenty years, we have witnessed a spectacular growth
in the practice of yoga, with more than 21 million people practicing
in the United States alone.1 Those seeking yoga frequently find it to be
effective in dealing with stress and coping with health concerns, and
to be less hard on the body than many sports. As people rethink their
relationship to organized religion, many see yoga as a way to practice
principles that religion encourages: patience, compassion, and a mindful approach to solving problems. Even those who seek out and thrive
in the most physical of practices (Bikram, Ashtanga, power yoga) often
find a deepening sense of connectedness and accountability to themselves and other people. Leading yogi Rolf Gates also sees yoga as a
powerful antidote to patriarchy, as the overwhelmingly female makeup of those practicing yoga allows men to find a feminine side, to take
direction from female teachers, and to nurture patience, quiet, and
ease.
While these factors carry us some distance in appreciating why
yoga has the following it does, those of us who have been watching
the mushrooming of yoga also have many concerns—particularly the
way that social inequalities threaten to cut yoga from its roots, severing
itself from its core healing powers. Yoga is increasingly represented as
a physical asana practice for white, wealthy, and able-bodied people;
further, its multiple philosophical roots are largely hidden, including
its grounding in meditation and its role as a practice toward collective liberation.2 Corporate representations focus on a certain demographic, even as grassroots yoga is practiced in a stunning range of
locations: community centers, prisons, schools, church and synagogue
basements, and many other sites.3 While the explosion of yoga studios
in tourist locations globally speaks to a hunger for relaxation and gentle
movement, this growth also reflects long-standing power inequities,
where local residents rarely have the resources to practice in studios in
their own cities and towns.
While critiques of these inequalities have increased in recent
years—spearheaded by South Asian practitioners weary of ways yoga
has been coopted, by Black women frustrated by how whiteness is
practiced in many yoga studios, and by LGBT practitioners who often feel marginalized by heteronormative dialogue—working toward
solutions have seemed formidable.4 As a white woman who is part of
a multiracial family and who teaches yoga in a historically black/multiracial neighborhood in Boston, I am aware that many people yearn
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for a social justice-based approach to yoga, one that takes seriously
how racism, sexism, heterosexism, colonialism, and other inequities
have been woven into the fabric of mainstream yoga. While initially
seeking solutions based on direct action and confrontation, over time
I began to understand that somatic principles in yoga—represented in
the “domes” of the body—offer tools for undoing inequalities. I also
became aware that these solutions are already manifesting themselves
in grassroots, democratic yoga communities both domestically and
globally.
In yoga anatomy, there is an understanding of the body as containing a series of domes—the arch in the foot is a dome, the perineum is a
dome, the diaphragm is a dome, the top of the mouth (the palate) is a
dome, and the sweet open spot at the top of the head is a dome.5 While
these domes connect energetically with the chakras, they also have
their own anatomical structure that can offer us wisdom about how
our bodies fall in and out of balance. The domes exist within the realm
of “moving waters”; they literally float in the body’s fluid, just as these
imbalances are floating now within a larger social structure. The body
is in balance, in alignment, when the circumference of these domes
carries equal pressure. The five domes in the body can be visualized as
tools for seeking individual alignment, but they also can teach us what
is hindering collective alignment. Each dome reveals why social justice
work is essential for seeking collective liberation.

Dome in the Arch of the Foot
around this dome
toes and heels rock us to earth
gravity plays
In yogic terms, all poses begin with the feet, with the standing posture,
tādāsana, also known as mountain pose. Tādāsana is considered the
basis of all balancing poses, as well as its horizontal version, high plank,
and its upside down versions, headstand and handstand. Resting comfortably and in alignment in tādāsana depends upon experiencing our
rootedness in the earth, roots that extend far deeper than the earth’s
surface. We are not leaning to the left or the right, the front or the
back, but rather have the body’s pressure equally distributed around
the entire circumference of the dome, working in balance with gravity. This is a key reason why we understand yoga as an earth-based
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practice—the ability to stand in what Patañjali emphasized as comfort
and ease—depends upon feeling our rootedness, our belonging to, and
dependence upon the earth.6
The problem with being able to experience this fundamental principle, however, is that the land where people practice yoga in the United States was stolen by white people, a historical reality that we have
not yet come to terms with as a society.7 Buddhist scholar and professor
Rick Jarow has said that people in the United States are destined to be
anxious, nervous, and defensive as long as we don’t acknowledge and
deal with our shaky relationship to the land on which we practice.8
Whether such acknowledgement includes comprehensive reparations;
a formal apology by the U.S. government for atrocities committed;
removing laws, policies and traditions that keep many nations/tribes
in poverty; or freeing Leonard Peltier from prison (or a combination
of all of these); these priorities become relevant for yogis seeking to
experience balance in how we sit, stand, walk, and love in the world.9
Of course, one way that many in the United States have avoided
such a commitment has been to export yoga to resorts, tourist spots,
and vacation destinations with the idea that “getting away” can bring
more relaxation and hence fulfillment in one’s yoga practice. Typically
these retreats have little or no attachment to the locations where they
are offered. The prices, cuisine, music, sexual practices, clothing, and
yoga teachers are not connected to the locations—in Costa Rica, Mexico, Bali, and South Africa—and the studios closely resemble tourist
resorts, with staff from the area who have neither the time nor the
money to benefit from these same yoga programs.
Yoga tourism doesn’t solve the issue of being on shaky ground since
so many of the yoga retreats are in places deeply affected by U.S. colonialism—tourism being a 20th- and 21st-century version of U.S. imperialism. Although I don’t think such venues are, by definition, corrupt,
I do believe that yoga practitioners need to consider what it means to
be in solidarity with people where we practice. Are the studios where
we travel really accessible to the people living there? Is the practitioner’s
only relationship with the people living in the local communities one
of customer and server? Is the retreat center really giving back to the
community? Is the yoga being practiced by the people who have lived
there recognized as yoga or as another respected body practice? What
is the history of the land base where the center was built? Who was on
the land before? Where are these people now? There is a big difference,
for example, between highly publicized yoga studios in Ubud Bali—
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which were built by Westerners and are only theoretically accessible to
the people who live there—as compared to the International Women’s
Partnership for Peace and Justice (IWP) in Northern Thailand. IWP’s
co-founder, Ouyporn Khuankaew, grew up and still lives in that community where she, co-founder Ginger Norwood, and many women
from the area hand-built the meditation and retreat center from earthmade bricks. IWP’s primary commitment is to serve the people of that
region and to nurture social change.
The export of yoga to vacation destinations is related to the popular tendency to look to the East for spiritual guidance, based on the
common assumption that yoga’s roots are primarily Asian. Without a
doubt, much of what we practice in the United States has roots in India. But Orientalism in yoga takes the shape of, for example, representing yoga poses as “authentic,” ancient, and pure, coming from the land
of henna hands and silk saris.10 This portrayal persists even as scholarly
work on yoga history has uncovered that many pretzel poses we now
teach are barely a hundred years old, a combination of gymnastics and
stretching routines that have been authenticated by a mythical, multicolored East.11
When we romanticize all things Asian, we often fail to acknowledge
that yoga is, by definition, earth-based—that the land from which yoga
originated and the land where we now practice both matter. In a gutsy
keynote at a Buddhist leadership conference, Buddhist scholar Jan Willis talked about the western tendency to cherry-pick, cutting spiritual
practices from their roots, selectively practicing some aspects of the
tradition while leaving the rest.12 An example of this in yoga is the tendency for people to be exposed to only one of the eight limbs of yoga,
the asana, with little or no direct exposure to the other seven limbs,
in particular to the ethical presumptions: nonviolence, truthfulness,
purity, contentment, self study, devotion, non-grasping, non-hoarding,
and sexual responsibility. Reducing yoga to an asana practice allows us
to get fit while sidestepping ethical traditions that could guide us in our
own actions now.
Understanding yoga as an earth-based, ethical practice is a way to
recognize its complexity. The Buddha was sitting under a Bodhi tree
when he found enlightenment. The Śramanic yogis were seekers and
wanderers in a specific land and time.13 As old as the Eastern traditions
are, or maybe older, are somatic practices and philosophical systems
of Indigenous people in what we now call the United States.14 Sweat
lodges, vision quests, sitting in silence, cedaring, working with ener-
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getic pathways in the body, and seeking teachers for spiritual guidance
are key somatic practices on this land.15 For example, studying the Native American Code of Ethics alongside the Yoga Sutras reveals deep
resonance between the two.16 The First Native ethic—“Rise with the
sun to pray. Pray alone. Pray often. The Great Spirit will listen, if only
you listen”—resonates with Yoga Sutras one, two, three, and fourteen:
“And now the teaching on yoga begins (1); Yoga is the settling of the
mind into silence (2); When the mind has settled we are established
in our essential nature, which is unbounded consciousness (3); The
practice of yoga will be firmly rooted when it is maintained consistently and with dedication over the long period (14).”17 This sutra’s
emphasis on rootedness and devotion to practice resonates with the
Native ethic’s directive to “rise with the sun” and “pray often.” Another
resonance: The third Native ethic says: “Search for yourself, by yourself. Do not allow others to make your path for you. It is your road
and yours alone. Others may walk with you, but no one can walk it for
you.” That sounds like svādhyāya, the fourth niyama, which encourages
self-knowledge, self study and reflections. (See Appendix I for more
parallels.) Recognizing resonance between these two philosophical traditions is not meant to conflate them, but rather to understand shared
wisdom in both systems and to give accountability to the people who
have been the guardians to this land prior to and since colonialism. For
example, two precepts, non-stealing (asteya) and non-hoarding (aparigraha), offer ethical guidance for resisting historical and contemporary
settler colonialism.
The promise of finding alignment in the dome of the foot by experiencing the roots that extend from the feet to the earth is that people
are connected to the earth and to all sentient and non-sentient beings.18 These roots, of course, need to be cultivated, since once it is possible to witness this belonging, many actions become unacceptable to
us: to desecrate the earth or ourselves, to allow for pipelines to be built
on land that is sacred to Native people, and to allow refugees to die in
perilous seas. The presence made possible by connecting to the earth
nurtures a desire to treat ourselves and others with great tenderness and
generosity. The dome of the foot carries this promise and dream.
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Dome of the Perineum
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sweet when the flowers
open to dawn new life this day
periwinkle grows
From the ground up, the second dome in the body is the perineum:
the diamond-shaped area of the groin that can be visualized as two
flowers, one opening to the body’s precious core and the other to the
earth.19 The perineum may be the strongest area in the body—capable
of stretching so much that it allows an entirely new life to enter the
world. In its resting state, it is the energetic portal connecting the seated human body to the earth when we are sitting, its flow undulating
between the front sex organs and back (moving north and south), the
left and right pelvic bone (east and west), and all points in between.20
When in a sitting position, the perineum floats up from the earth as
the dome in the arch of the foot floats from the earth when we are
standing.
Alignment in a sitting position is built from all the edges of this
dome when consciousness is evenly spread and relaxed, with the perimeter of the perineum directed toward the earth with the dome extending upwards. When this dome is in alignment, it is then possible to
begin to access the front and back body. In yoga philosophy, the front
body is what we present to those we meet, our conscious selves, the
energy we give to the world. The back body is our unconscious selves,
what we do not necessarily present to the public or to ourselves. It is
where our fears, hopes, anxieties, and imagination live. It is also the
seat of what we hide, what we do not yet know consciously but have
somatically registered. On an individual level, gaining access to the unconscious self is often the basis of finding our higher calling, our purpose, our passion—our dharma. This is the essence of Patañjali’s third
sutra, “When the mind has settled, we are established in our essential
nature, which is unbounded consciousness.21
Alignment in the body occurs when we are equally in the front and
back body, when all of the edges of the perineum are evenly reaching
toward the earth. A huge impediment to this alignment, however, is an
obsession with the front body in most Western yoga. This focus comes
in the form of using mirrors in studios to look at the front body (while
the back body is not reflected), and the position of the teacher to the
student (each looking at each other’s front bodies). It includes cues
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that primarily rely upon front body parts. While down dog, rabbit,
and child’s pose all include the presentation of the back body, the vast
majority of asana feature and cue on the front body.
This focus also includes the normative teaching of chakras as front
body power sources even though the most powerful accessing of the
chakras typically occurs from the back body. The disproportionate attention to the front body speaks to a culture geared toward superficiality, and a culture running from deeper knowledge about our violent
past—including its history of slavery, genocide, and colonialism. Seeking alignment through the perineum asks us to deal with how dominant U.S. culture has “whitewashed” or justified historical and current
violence (sexual abuse, homophobia, poverty, Islamophobia, etc.). And
it illustrates that many of our prejudices and internalized oppression
are lodged in our unconscious selves—dismissed, minimized, and ignored. Giving attention to the back body, which comes in part through
our awareness of the perineum and its connection to the spine, is a
step toward tapping into memory, denial, fear, and confusion woven
into oppressive structures. While it may be possible to quiet individual
anxieties that emerge as we work with the domes of the foot and the
perineum, much nervousness and defensiveness will remain with us
until we face knowledge stored in the back body. Giving primary attention to the front body robs us of access to the power sources that live
in the back body. It keeps us from facing essential truths about our individual and collective lives and keeps us out of alignment as a culture.

Dome of the Diaphragm
heart and diaphragm
are in love, singing da dah, da dah da day
no matter what
The dome of the diaphragm is one of the most interesting in the human body. As a large muscle that stretches across the perimeter of the
base of the ribs, its structure expands and contracts with each breath.
It can be visualized as an umbrella that opens on an inhale (to make
room for more oxygen) and closes slightly on the exhale. While teacher
trainings in the United States typically give attention to the diaphragm
as a key muscle in the body, the tendency is to focus solely on the diaphragm as a muscle, not as an energetic seat. In his fascinating research
on craniosacral healing, Hugh Milne writes that “clients with height-
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ened sensitivity to their own dense body structures” can feel energetic
interactions among the domes of the body. He asserts that it is vital for
healers to experience this interrelationship “as real, not simply as an
academic notion.”22
The diaphragm is the only muscle in the body that is semi-striated—both striated like other skeletal muscles (and therefore under
our voluntary control) and a smooth muscle like other internal organs
(and therefore not easily consciously controlled).23 In yoga philosophy
there are five sheaths of the body—the physical, mental, emotional,
energetic, and bliss body—each speaking to a unique quality of our
embodiment. This focus on the diaphragm as a striated muscle is part
of a larger tendency to emphasize the physical body, while minimizing
or ignoring the energetic body.
While much yoga teaches people to breathe deeply (to extend the
breath from the lungs into the diaphragm), such attention typically
focuses on the physical benefits of such breath (developing calm and
attentive focus during practice). These teachings typically encourage
people to make it slower and more conscious. A less discussed benefit of mindful breathing is how slowing down and quieting ourselves
can facilitate social justice. While there has been a rapid succession of
social traumas in the United States in the last twenty years—the 9/11
attacks, Hurricane Katrina, the school-to-prison pipeline, the rise of
Islamophobia, to name a few—we have barely begun to understand
how larger societal injustices including white supremacy and classism
undergird these traumas. Slowing down and breathing deeply with
gentle attention to the diaphragm, particularly within a community,
can begin to bring awareness to our position within these social injustices when mindful breathing is paired with honest conversations
about these issues and activism to address them.24
In Radical Dharma—a pioneering book about how racism, sexism, classism, and heterosexism stand in the way of collective awakening—the three Black Buddhist authors illuminate how a commitment
to sitting together, mindful breathing, and truth-telling can move us
to a new place of consciousness. One of the authors, Reverend angel Kyodo williams writes, “as a result of privilege, white practitioners
(and teachers) have mistakenly entitled themselves to place the lens of
awareness inside of whiteness, hence they are unable to see its machinations.”25 It is difficult to get outside of a belief system, a habit, or a
convention if we are buried within it. Yoga and meditation that work
at a level deeper than words can help people find a space outside estab-
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lished oppressive constructs. Awareness of the diaphragm (and subtle
breath) and its connection to the perineum—which also taps into the
back body—can help us access our shadow self, our back body knowledge.
This back body knowledge can help us understand how we have
been racialized, gendered, sexualized—how systems of domination are
encoded in our bodies. In her writing about “radical dharma” (meditation within communities working toward social justice), Jasmine
Syedullah describes whiteness as a “captivity narrative” that she was
stuck inside of for most of her life until she began deep work as part
of a sangha committed to liberation.26 She writes, “I had been at home
in whiteness so long I had no idea how abandoned I felt in my own
body.”27 Through deep reflection in community, Syedullah says, “it was
a blessing to be practicing with people who were investing in falling
out of love with innocence, invisibility and compartmentalization.”28
As the seat of breath, the diaphragm serves both as a physical and symbolic presence within our bodies reminding us of our yearning to be
free. This is the essence of the fourth limb of yoga, pranayama, conscious breathing, that increases our life energy (sutra 49) while taking
us “beyond the domain of inner and outer” (sutra 51) to the mind’s
luminosity (sutra 52).29
A second unique characteristic of the diaphragm is that it provides
the nest for the heart. The heart literally nestles in the diaphragm. A
breath that is soft, uncontrolled, and expansive will inevitably have a
different effect on the heart than one that is measured, controlled, and
strong. Visualizing the diaphragm as a living, undulating, and floating
presence (rather than simply a mechanical muscle) and the heart as its
companion allows for more layers of awareness of how to connect with
the heart.
A common cue (i.e. instruction) in yoga is to open the heart (which
is typically a front body instruction), which assumes that an open heart
is safe and necessary. This assumption doesn’t recognize the benefits of
protecting the heart. Sometimes, an instruction to open the heart takes
for granted that the world is a safe place, which is typically not true for
marginalized communities—people of color, the very young and old,
people with disabilities, trauma survivors, and others. In this way, a
yoga practice that takes power inequities into account makes room for
protecting the heart, for guiding people to find safe spaces in the back
body, including space to rest on top of the diaphragm in the back of the
heart. Understanding the dome of the diaphragm as both a muscle and
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organ, and making room for safe space in the body has the potential
to heal the imbalance that occurs in front body-dominant, controlled
breath. Once safety in the back body can be accessed, the spiritual warriorship involved in opening the heart—even though the world often
feels scary—may be possible.30 This is the work and the pleasure of the
diaphragm as it cradles the heart.

Dome of the Palate
jangled nerves threaten
to tighten the jaw until
words take easy flight
The dynamics experienced in the diaphragm reverberate in the fourth
dome—the palate. The palate, aptly referred to as the roof of the
mouth, is a tender and sensitive place. In popular vernacular the palate
is often associated with being able to experience subtle differences in
the flavor, body, and tone of fine food and drink. The palate is held
up as the symbolic location for fine aesthetics, discriminating taste.
The palate registers immediately if food is too hot or too cold. It goes
numb if food is unhealthy or too strong. Its ridges are like tiny ribbons
in a tide. Like other body domes the palate is wrapped in fluid and is
flexible. It is constant company for the tongue, which cuddles up to the
palate when we are thoughtful, playful, or stressed.31 And the palate accommodates the teeth. Energetically, the palate is a portal between the
lower jaw and the brain, between the diaphragm and the crown dome.
And it is private to all, except perhaps when kissing is taking place, a
most private space to behold.
The imbalance we can see at the level of the palate takes place when,
as poet and sheep herder Mary O’Reilley says, “stories get caught in our
throats,” when they cannot find their way outside of the body.32 The
stories boomerang off the sides of the throat, bump around in the dark
of the palate. These trapped stories can easily make you lose your appetite or never feel satiated.33 The energy of the throat is one of standing
up and stating your rights. It is the source of song, poetry, and speech,
as well as the deep calm of restful silence. As Hugh Milne writes, the
“throat soul is where we connect what we see with what we say, and also
with what we feel.”34 The key imbalance in this dome is forced silence
in its many manifestations.
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In yoga, this imbalance has manifested in difficulties in dealing
with trauma. While it makes intuitive sense that many people who
come to the mat have faced various traumas, until recently there has
been hesitation to deal with that openly. I am thinking for example, of
the experience of Angela Farmer who wrote:
In 2008 I offered a workshop on trauma and yoga for the
Yoga Journal conference in San Francisco but had to disguise
the title as the organizers said that the subject was inappropriate. Sixty-eight women showed up and I was blown away
by their stories of assault, sexual abuse, and massive trauma.
These women were mostly mothers with families, held successful jobs and careers and to look at, were strong and well
balanced in their lives. But to scrape the surface, there was
another devastating picture. It is not one day too soon to
address this subject with yoga teachers and practitioners.35

Of course, difficulties in yoga communities with dealing effectively and
compassionately with trauma is part of a larger pattern in contemporary society where we witness sensationalized coverage of trauma in
the mass media while space for expressing its reality in authentic and
quiet voices is still scary and considered taboo for many.36 Some of
this hesitation is a consequence of trauma itself—how the overwhelming, flooding experience leaves people thinking that we have made the
trauma up or that the consequences of the trauma are unimportant.37
But some of this difficulty comes from within yoga communities themselves, as not enough people have the experience, support, and resources to know how to listen deeply to practitioners who have faced racism,
sexual abuse, addictions, imprisonment, and other injuries.
In studios, imbalances in the palate dome manifest themselves in
a top-down structure where practitioners do not feel free to talk about
what they are experiencing on the mat—when practice leaves us overwhelmed, overexposed, and disoriented. The heaviness in the air when
the word “trauma” is mentioned and the tendency to pass people tissues (clean it up, fix it, get over it) are both common signs that we have
work to do as a community for this dome of the body to find ease.
In addition, we will need to gain clarity that survivors of trauma
are the experts on the subject. While we are witnessing a new cadre of
professionals who are working with trauma survivors, this upsurge in
professional interest runs the risk of creating protocols, standards, and
guidelines that have not fully taken into account the voices and lived
experience of trauma survivors.
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We are in a moment where grassroots healing, including that done
in self-help groups, runs the risk of being sucked into a medicalized
treatment model that focuses on quantification with rubrics and studies. Similarly, professionalization in yoga teacher trainings discourages
self-disclosure—as if yoga teachers with trauma histories will somehow
be less effective teachers. A balanced approach may be one in which
grassroots, community-based knowledge of trauma and healing can be
respected alongside—even considered integral to—medical approaches to treatment, and in which professionalism can make space for self
reflection and honesty about our lived experiences.
We also need an expansive understanding of what constitutes
trauma—not only sexual abuse and physical accidents, but also police
brutality, the injuries caused by incarceration, and the fallout from addictions. We need a big understanding of trauma and an ever bigger
understanding of how yoga communities can be in alignment with the
healing process. Trauma survivors have much to teach us—we are the
canaries in the mine, alerting us that poisoned air cannot sustain us.

Dome at the Crown: The Roof to the Sky
may I treat this place well
offer water to the birds
ribbon earth to sky
Of the five alignment domes in the body, the round ring at the top of
the head is the only one that is directed upwards, perhaps to offer a
metaphorical birdbath for hummingbirds that we carry on our heads.
The crown dome, the conduit between the body and clouds, between
the body and sky, is a fluid area. In fact, when babies are born the spot
is so soft that great care needs to be taken to protect it.
This early knowing may be why the Muscogee poet Joy Harjo
wrote, “At birth we know everything, can see into the shimmer of complexity. When a newborn looks at you it is with utter comprehension.
We know where we are coming from, where we have been. And then
we forget it all. That’s why infants sleep so much after birth. It is an
adjustment.”38 Joy Harjo’s quote makes us wonder what it would be
like if the world was able to protect everybody’s heads with the same
attentiveness and care that is shown to infants—to see our heads as
precious and forever vulnerable. And what kind of deep rest all of us
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might benefit from by relying upon the awareness that flows through
the crown dome.
In order for the crown dome to be in alignment, all of the domes
below it need to be in alignment, too, which is no small request given the mighty imbalances—personal and social—manifesting in the
other domes. But the crown dome has its own independent challenges
as well, particularly in a culture that rewards those of us who live in
our heads (who do well academically in school, who are quantitative,
etc.).39 As an academic, by the time I was in my late thirties I had ransomed off all of my body parts below my neck—my legs, my arms, my
belly—in order to “succeed.” I felt numb, drained, and completely cut
off from my body’s pleasures and subtle sensations. I desperately wanted my body parts back, a reality that ended up dramatically changing
the trajectory of my life. I started dancing and writing poetry, became
a yoga teacher, learned better how to grieve and to honor emotion—all
works-in-progress. Of course, academics are not alone in dealing with
head-dominant training. This is why Matthew Sanford, a yoga teacher
who does brilliant work with people who have been paralyzed, has said
that even those who have use of their limbs often face many hours bent
over, sacrum crunched, staring at a computer screen, forearms locked
in a typing position.40
Perhaps that is another reason why it is fortuitous that the crown
dome is facing upwards, so that the energy in the brain doesn’t just
get funneled back into the body. It has a way out. Our culture’s overemphasis on the frontal lobes and thinking is one of the imbalances
affecting people, a reality that exists not only in yoga communities.41
However, one way yoga teachers contribute to this imbalance is the
rapid-fire calling of cues and dialogue which leaves little space to actually feel the postures. This pace keeps us stuck in the part of the mind
that lives in the brain. Cues that contribute to a tightening and locking
of the neck muscles also keep the energy stuck in our heads, which
blocks off the crown dome’s ability to both release energy and receive
new awareness.42
But even the terms “receive” and “release” are inadequate, since
they imply that the crown dome has only two directions though there
is nothing linear about the crown dome at the energetic level. We need
a verb for “kaleidoscope” to begin to visualize the exchange of energy
possible at the top of the head.
The balanced crown dome is the realm where the magical, mysterious, irrational, imaginative, and transformative can be experienced.
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It is where storytelling and creativity expand. But magic is put on hold
in yoga communities where women are still mistreated (evidenced in
male sexual harassment and boundary violations); where children are
still cordoned off (to their own kid classes, even when mothers and
fathers of young children could benefit from bringing their children
along with them); where white people are writing articles asking where
all the people of color are, without awareness that people of color are
busy teaching and taking classes in an amazing array of settings; where
gender binary language precludes transgender visibility.
Magic is blocked when cues keep us switching between up dog and
down dog, between warrior one and warrior two so fast that we don’t
have time to even notice that the crown dome is blocked. The soft
spot at the top or our heads and the part of the foot called the “Achilles’ heel” have long been considered places of weakness in our bodies.
What about if that weakness is actually our strength? What if muscle
strength is overrated, and softness and space are more what we need?
What might it look like for our frontal lobes to check in with all of the
domes of the body before giving an answer to the next email or policy
question or family fight? Yoga with this in mind requires making time,
being less attached to efficiency, and more attached to being with our
bodies, minds and one other genuinely.
One of my beloved photographs is of a late seventeenth or early
eighteenth century divine monk in Thailand, Phra Sankachai, whose
head is almost as wide as his hips.43 The entire top of his head appears
to be his crown dome, and if he were to do a headstand, he wouldn’t
even need his hands, since the top of his head could serve as another
perineum—opening like a flower to the earth. What would it be like
if our crown dome were this expansive? What would it be like if the
magic, uncanny knowledge, insight, and wisdom that can come from
above and around us could be in direct communication with the other
domes of the body?

Conclusion
When sky becomes stars
the earth reaches toward expanse
my heart knows yours
While there has been much attention to the chakra system in the
body—and for good reason—little attention has been given to the
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energy of the domes, which are related to alignment at the physical,
spiritual, cultural, and even political level. Experiencing this alignment
requires us to think about power imbalances, about reparations, about
slowing down and making amends. It requires cues and dialogue that
move past muscles and into the subtle body. It requires rethinking the
trappings of professionalism and inviting in democracy.
These possibilities are why it is an exciting time in yoga. In the last
two decades, neuroscience is helping to show in scientific terms what
yogis and meditators have long known—that the brain and the mind
are much more malleable, much more flexible, much better able to repair themselves than previously thought. This is my hope for our yoga
communities as well as for our larger society: that we will be flexible
enough to find alignment that we have not yet thought possible. While
it appears that there are as many definitions of yoga nowadays as there
are practitioners, I find myself coming back to one offered by yogi Anthony Bogart: “Yoga is aligning with the changing nature of grace.”44
This has much to do with the domes in our bodies, and the places
inside and outside of the body we come to call home.
In many ways, we are in a unique moment in yoga history; struggles about ownership, embodiment, and collective social change are
in flux. The historical moment is a little bit like the early period in
the Internet’s history, when ideas were popping with innovation before
Google became the monopolizing search engine. This time in yoga history is akin to the early period in Hip Hop music, with its roots in city
streets, in urban areas, before it was corporatized with increasing focus
on gangster rap and misogynous lyrics. In this way, this is an energizing
time, but also one where we need to be keenly aware of the consequences of the decisions we make—from the dialogue used in classes
about anatomy, to where yoga is practiced, to how it is represented in
the media, to how we tell the story of yoga’s evolution.
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Appendix I: Resonance between Native American
Code of Ethics and Yoga Sutras
Note: The Yoga Sutras are 196 aphorisms (threads, poetic lines, observances) that were first codified in the 3rd century BCE by Patañjali
but probably reflect communal knowledge.45 The Code of Ethics come
from The Red Road to Wellbriety: In the Native Way.46 These ethics were
written by Don Coyhis but also reflect communal knowledge. Like the
Native American Code of Ethics, The Yoga Sutras are listed individually
but are deeply interconnected (i.e. not to be dissected). The words in
both wise guides are crystalline, distilled, and poetic.
There are also key differences in the tone and emphasis of the Yoga
Sutras and the Native American Code of Ethics. For this article, I am
focusing on resonance to underscore the land-based foundation of
yoga and yoga’s Indigenous, Eastern, and African roots. But much can
be learned by tracing key philosophical distinctions as well. As Chickasaw poet Linda Hogan writes, “Tribal people do not require a sameness
of thought or belief. We come from different stories, different origins,
and we respect the differences.”47
Native Code One: Rise with the sun to pray. Pray alone. Pray often.
The Great Spirit will listen, if only you speak.
Sutra One: “And now the teaching on yoga begins.”48
Sutra Two: “Yoga is the settling of the mind into silence.”49
Sutra Three: “When the mind has settled we are established
in our essential nature, which is unbounded consciousness.”50
Sutra Fourteen: “The practice of yoga will be firmly rooted
when it is maintained consistently and with dedication over
a long period.”51

Native Code Two: Be tolerant of those who are lost on their path.
Ignorance, conceit, anger, jealousy and greed stem from a lost soul.
Pray that they find guidance.
Sutra Thirty-three: “The mind becomes clear and serene
when the qualities of the heart are cultivated.
friendliness toward the joyful
compassion toward the suffering
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happiness toward the pure
impartiality toward the impure”

88
52

Native Code Three: Search for yourself, by yourself. Do not allow
others to make your path for you. It is your road and yours alone.
Others may walk with you, but no one can walk it for you.
Fourth Niyama: Svadhyaya—self knowledge, self study, reflection.53

Native Code Five: Do not take what is not yours whether from a
person, a community, the wilderness or from a culture. It was not
earned or given. It is not yours.
Third Yama: Asteya—“not stealing, in the wide sense of not
laying claim to anything that is not really yours. There are
many levels of misappropriation, but all are an expression
of a feeling of lack. We ‘steal’ as long as we identify with
the limited self, the ego, and are ignorant of our real nature,
which is a fullness of Being that needs no addition.”54

Native Code Eight: Never speak of others in a bad way. The
negative energy you put out into the universe will multiply when
it returns to you.
This sounds like karma, a basic tenet of Buddhism and yoga
philosophy.

Native Code Ten: Bad thoughts cause illness of the mind, body,
and spirit. Practice optimism.
Sutra Thirty-four: “Negative feelings restrict us, the opposite
should be cultivated.”55

Native Code Fourteen: Be truthful at all times. Honesty is the test
of one’s will within this universe.
Second Yama: Satya—“impeccability in thought, speech
and action.”56

Native Code Fifteen: Keep yourself balanced. Your Mental Self,
Spiritual Self, Emotional Self, and Physical Self all need to be
strong, pure and healthy. Work out the body to strengthen the
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mind. Grow rich in spirit to cure emotional ills.

89

First Niyama: Shaucha—cultivate “a mind which is clear,
uncluttered and straight forward.”57
Sutra Forty-six: “The physical postures should be steady and
comfortable.”58
Sutra Forty-seven: “They are mastered when all effort is relaxed and the mind is absorbed in the Infinite.”59
Sutra Forty-eight: Then we are no longer upset by the play
of opposites.”60
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